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This case is before the court because the function of the ULC (Utah Labor
Commission), to simplify adjudication by not requiring injured workers to
prove fault, has been abandoned.

I was working for the Utah Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
(UDABC) when my doctor released me to work full duty. I had recovered
from my 1989 surgery. My boss knew about my pre-existing condition when
he assigned me to unload trucks and stock. {Items 10 and 11}

In 1992, WCF (WCF Mutual Insurance Company) acknowledged
responsibility for my workplace injury occuring on June 17, 1992, and hired
Dr. Rosenburg to assist my recovery. Dr. Rosenburg and Dr. Macintire
assessed my condition and raised concerns that I would not be able to
continue working as I had been working for UDABC because my meniscus
had been damaged so badly that meniscus would have to be removed.
{ME 11 & 12, questions 20 & 21} Dr. Rosenburg noted that this new
condition (osteoarthritis) would be painful. Dr. Rosenburg released me to
light duty "on September 3, 1993. ME p. 30, 32" {p320, 7th paragraph}.
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Because of pain caused by the now missing meniscus, unloading trucks
and stocking were obviously impossible. We tried limiting my work to only
cashiering, but UDABC policy did not allow me to sit. I was unable to stand
for the eight hour shifts because of pain in my right knee, so my
employment was terminated. UDABC records would document these
@

events if they were available {Items 10 and 11}. UDABC claims to have
destroyed the records of an injured, terminated employee without notifying
me of the impending destruction, or offering the records to me to be stored
{Items 10 and 11 }. Dr. Rosenburg understood that my knee was not fully
recovered to the point that it was before the industrial injury. "On
September 8, 1993 Dr. Rosenberg provided a 25 percent lower extremity
rating. ME p.31." {page 320, 8th paragraph} Dr. Rosenburg planned on
replacing the knee when I turned 50 years old (2015) because I was too
young to have my knee replaced until then. {page 321, 1st paragraph, last
sentence} "ME p. 38 et seq. A total knee replacement was anticipated in a
future year."

WCF recognized my condition as a permanent partial disability. WCF
agreed that WCF is responsible to pay medical expenses related to my
15
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workplace injury. WCF showed this agreement by paying Dr. Rosenburg up
until I was accused of non-cooperation on 9/4/13 {Item 2}. I cooperated. My
medical benefits were stopped anyway.

Throughout the years, I continued seeing Dr. Rosenburg. There were
x-rays taken at appointments. Around 2011, Dr. Rosenburg started offering

~

a knee replacement {p321, 2nd paragraph, first sentence}. I wanted to
avoid another surgery if possible. I tried to strengthen my knee, but
exercise was too painful as it had been from the day of the industrial
accident in 1992. In 2013, Dr. Roseburg prescribed physical therapy to see
if surgery could be avoided or postponed. WCF sent me an outdated,
altered form. I filled it out and sent it back as requested. WCF accused me
of filling out the form wrong {Item 2, page 2, first paragraph} and said that
because I was accused of not cooperating, they are not going to fund my
recovery anymore {Item 2, page 3}. After removing me from medical
insurance coverage, WCF said I could file with the ULC if I disagree. {Item
2, pages 2 and 3}
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I filed on October 21, 2013 {p319, 1st paragraph, 1st sentence}. For over 5
GD

months, from 8/21/13 to 2/12/14, respondents withheld medical care
because of alleged non-cooperation. I cooperated. It took 3 months and 22
days after I filed, for the respondents to give us a new excuse to withhold
medical benefits. {p319, 2nd paragraph, 1st sentence} The UDABC and

@

WCF filed an answer on February 12, 2014 defending on the grounds that
Petitioner's knee condition has progressed past any damage caused by the
accident. There was absolutely no evidence supporting either excuse. If a
lawyer had been available to represent me, without unconstitutional pay
restrictions, he/she might have objected to the late answer from the
respondents.

My insurance company and my employer were not focused on a good faith
effort to determine whether I should receive benefits. WCF had decided
that their position was that I should not receive further benefits. {Item 2,
pages 2 and 3} There was absolutely no evidence to support WCF's
position.
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WCF wanted to use their expert witness, Dr. Knoebel, to create something
~

to support their position while trying to decieve me into thinking that Dr.
Knoebel was an independent examiner. It became clear that I needed legal
help as I tried to work with the ULC, my insurance company (WCF) and my
former employer (UDABC) to establish the truth.

I hired Gwilliam as counsel, he was not interested in the details of the case.
Gwilliam wanted to settle the case at mediation for $10,000 without

GiiY

studying the facts of the case. It became apparent that Gwilliam only
wanted to settle the case and get his cut of easy money, no matter what
the situation may be. I fired Gwilliam because he does not do appeals. I
later refused $10,000 offered by a representative of UDABC and WCF to
settle the case. (I have not seen the transcript from the mediation, but it
should be in the record) ULC rules forced me to be "examined" by Dr.
Knoebel against my will. I did not want to be "examined" by WCF's doctor
because Lambert, my lawyer at the time, had advised me that Dr. Knoebel
is a professional witness for WCF and would never say anything that might
help my case. I also thought it was wrong that Knoebel is not independent,
yet for some reason, the procedure is referred to as an IME (Independent
18
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Medical Examination) by the ULC. Later, Lambert quit working for me
saying he does not take contentious cases. The fact that a lawyer can be
successful without taking contentious cases suggests that workers'
compensation lawyers' strategy is often to settle the case to maximize
income and avoid work. After contacting every lawyer on the list at the Utah
State Bar and every lawyer those lawyers recommended, I determined that
seeking a lawyer that would represent me was a waste of time.

Dr. Knoebel's IME report was not based on facts, but instead focused on
confusing the facts and giving WCF a reason for dropping my coverage
{p677-678 attachments missing, ULC did not reference their location in the
record}. The ULC did not want me to have legal representation at the "IME"
{p332}. Along with many other untrue misrepresentations based on nothing,
the report said that the meniscus, removed by Dr. Rosenburg, was already
missing before the injury. I did not have the money required to subpoena
Dr. Knoebel to attend the hearing. The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
refused to subpoena Dr. Knoebel. At the hearing, the ALJ noted that there
were differences in opinion among doctors evaluations of my condition. All
doctors opinions were from doctors hired by WCF. Therefore, another
19
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examination was ordered to be done by doctors employed and trained by
the ULC. The ULC doctors were trained and paid $250 and $275 per hour
{p431} to agree with the ALJ {second box on p429} and not to report
opinions or conclusions {Item 16, page 7, first paragraph} {first box on
p426}. I had no opportunity to cross examine the ULC's doctors because
their testimony was presented after the hearing.

WCF should be ordered to continue coverage because there is no good
reason to discontinue coverage. I did cooperate. The reason given by WCF
for discontinuing my coverage was that I did not cooperate but I did. There
was not shred of anything that could be misconstrued as evidence against
me when my medical benefits were denied. After thinking of a new possible
6w

excuse to discontinue my coverage, a professional witness {p220-221} was
hired to spin the medical record for WCF. Unconstitutional Utah laws
protected WCF's "Independent Medical Examination" doctor from cross
examination by requiring the indigent injured worker to pay for witness
expenses before a subpoena for Dr. Knoebel could be issued {p255 #2,
p291 #1}. The ALJ then accepted Dr. Knoebel's biased report as truth,
requiring ULC doctors to hide any disagreement {second box on p429}
20
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{Item 16, page 7, first paragraph} {first box on page 426}, and report no
new findings. The ULC's doctors were instructed to use information from
the ALJ even if it is demonstrably false. The Utah Labor Commission did
not allow any new facts, discovered by the doctors, to be reported in "their"
evaluation.

The petitioner should prevail on appeal because I was never given a fair
hearing, rights were denied, and ULC laws are not constitutional (laws must
not disadvantage workers according to the Utah Constitution). The ULC's
procedures are supposedly fair because injured workers trade proper court
procedures for a promise that fault will not be assigned to their injury. The
injury is supposedly covered by insurance without fault needing to be
Gjj

discussed. The ALJ ruled that my condition is not my employer's fault and
need not be covered {p626-632}.
~

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Issue I:
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Whether the ULC erred when it determined that the right to jury,
guaranteed by the U.S. and Utah constitutions, can and should be denied
because the Utah legislature failed to give the ULC authority to provide a
jury as required by the constitutions. This issue also requires finding a legal

•

venue that has the authority to recognize that the supreme law of the land
~

is the U.S. Constitution and that the Utah Constitution cannot and should
not be ignored by the legislature or the ULC.

1. Standard of Review:
This is an issue of general law. The standard is correction of error. The
agency is granted no deference.
2. Determinative Law:
UAPA
3. Statement of Preservation:
This issue was preserved by my motion {p411, last 2 paragraphs} and the
Utah and U.S. constitutions.
Cw

4. Statement of grounds for seeking review:
Placement of agency law above constitutional law improperly influenced
the ALJ's decisions.
22
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Issue II:

Whether the ULC and the legislature were reasonable and rational to
ignore the U.S. and Utah constitutions.
~

1. Standard of Review:
This is an issue of agency specific law. The standard is reasonableness
and rationality. The agency is granted some deference.
2. Determinative Law:
UAPA
3. Statement of Preservation:
This issue was preserved by my motions and the Utah and U.S.
constitutions.
4. Statement of grounds for seeking review:
Placement of agency law above constitutional law improperly influenced
the ALJ's decisions.

Issue Ill:
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~

~

Whether the Utah state legislature and executive branch including the
UDABC, ULC, and/or the Governor's office are biased against me.

1. Standard of Review:
This is finding of fact. The standard is evidence of any substance whatever.

~

The agency is granted great deference.
2. Determinative Law:
UAPA
3. Statement of Preservation:
This issue was preserved by my motions.
4. Statement of grounds for seeking review:
When the ULC is biased, employees, including the ALJ, are likely to work
against me to please their boss. When the UDABC is biased, employees,
Gw

including the records keeper, are likely to work against me to please their
boss. When the executive branch is biased, employees including the
Director of Constituent Services are likely to work against me to please
their boss. The combined force of the ULC and UDABC working against me
heavily influenced the ALJ's decisions.
24
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

From the time of my employment until I was terminated because of the
6/17/92 industrial accident injury, I had a great relationship with my
employer, UDABC {items 10 and 11}. My relationship with the UDABC
resumed when the ULC advised me that I must name UDABC as an
opponent to get my WCF benefits reinstated. WCF and I had a good
relationship until WCF started denying all benefits on 8/21/13, more than 21
years after my injury {item 2 pages 2 and 3}. I was surprised by the denial
of benefits. This case came before the ULC, ALJ Deidre Marlowe as a
result.

WCF and UDABC agreed that "The injuries I sustained from the accident
are still causing pain and disability in my right knee" {p 181 }. #1 under "First
Defence" The respondents admit 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 of the application. #4, of the
~

application, states "the injuries I sustained from the accident are still
causing pain and disability in my right knee". The fact that WCF and
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UDABC agreed that "the injuries I sustained from the accident are still
causing pain and disability in my right knee" is reiterated {p185}.

The UDABC and WCF asked for mediation. Their representative, Elliot
Morris, offered me $10,000 to stop pursuing reinstatement of benefits. I
have not had access to a transcript of the mediation. The ULC showed

Gill;

extreme prejudice throughout the mediation. I remember being assigned a
ULC "ombudsman" that strongly recommended that I take the $10,000

~

because he was worried that I would get nothing. The ULC "ombudsman"
knew almost nothing about my case. Unfortunately, the ULC did not include

~

a transcript of the mediation in the record {Items 13, 14}.

The ALJ denied my right to a jury trial because the legislature gave the
ULC no authority to provide the constitutional right {p297 #2}.

The ULC has performed its final agency action related to the case by ruling
against me on final agency appeal. {p693-696}

~

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
26
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ISSUE I: Jury Trial

A. The ALJ denied the right because of the unconstitutional laws granting
the ULC power to deny constitutional rights. The ALJ refused my right to a
jury trial, citing the ULC's inability to provide the constitutional right.

B. Issue I had been resolved by the idea that injured workers don't have to
prove fault.

ISSUE II: Ignorance of the U.S. and Utah Constitutions

A. Utah constitution Article XVI, Section 1. "The rights of labor shall have
just protection through laws calculated to promote the industrial welfare of
the State."

1. Each and every point made in this brief illustrates a violation of this
provision.

27
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B. U.S. Fourteenth Amendment "No state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."

1. Each and every point made in this brief illustrates a violation of this
amendment.

2. Workers getting an ALJ hearing instead of a jury trial is not equal to the
rights of non-workers.

3. As it applies to Issue I, a jury trial clearly is an abridged privilege even
to someone who does not think it is a right.
~

C. Right to Jury: US Constitution 7th Amendment "In Suits at common law,
where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial
by jury shall be preserved ... " and Utah Constitution 10th Article " ... A jury in
civil cases shall be waived unless demanded."
28
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~

1. See Issue I.

D. Right to Trial: US Constitution 7th Amendment "In Suits at common
law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of
trial by jury shall be preserved ... "

1. See Issue I.

E. US Constitution Article 111 section 2 " ...judicial power shall extend to all
cases in law and equity ... ".

~

1. This shows that even ALJs have judicial power to enforce the U.S. and
Utah constitutions.

F. US Constitution Article VI paragraph 2 "constitution ... shall be the
supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state shall be bound
thereby ... ". This shows that the U.S. constitution is the supreme law of the
~

land.
29
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1. This shows that because the ULC ALJ is a judge in a state, she is
bound by the U.S. Constitution.

ISSUE Ill: Prejudice

A. The Utah legislature has, by creating ULC in its current form, shown
bias against workers.

1. ULC's current function no longer includes simplifying adjudication.

2. Laws providing lawyers for injured workers' opponents favor industry
~

over injured workers.

(!)

3. The ULC's current system is unfairly difficult for some injured
employees to navigate.

4. The ULC does not want anyone to know about their biased
"ombudsman" mediation scheme.
30
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5. All terms have questionable meanings.

6. The ULC's legal advice procedure appears inappropriate.

7. A trial is not included in ULC procedures.

8. Juries are not employed by the ULC.

9. The ULC interfered with my search for a lawyer.

10. The ULC's procedure for entering information into the medical exhibit
is based on improvement of the ULC's financial efficiency and justice has a
lower priority if it is considered at all.

11. The ULC is not interested in discouraging WCF's unethical tactics.

12. There is no incentive for WCF to keep and submit complete and
easily understandable files.
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13. What ULC and WCF call an IME or Independent Medical Examination
is neither independent nor an examination.

14. There is evidence showing that ULC uses a strategy to sneak
information into my possession without my knowledge.

15. The ULC and WCF have published a document stating that I am
entitled to medical benefits.

16. The ULC gave me legal advice that wasted my time and delayed the
case.

17. Procedures allow WCF and ULC witnesses to lie without
Gw

consequence.

18. The ULC did not complete the record.

B. UDABC has shown bias.
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1. WCF favors payment to owners over payments to injured workers.

2. My x-rays were rendered moot by a WCF care provider, WCF and the
ULC.

3. The UDABC could have modified their policy to allow me to sit during
my cashier shift, but chose to terminate my employment instead.

4. UDABC chose to destroy my injured worker's records without notifying
me, or offering the records to me to be preserved.

5. WCF agreed that WCF is responsible to pay medical expenses related
to my workplace injury.

6. WCF knows my industrial injury is permanent.

7. WCF uses their "IME" to manufacture false evidence.
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8. WCF stopped medical benefits without a valid reason.
ii

9. There was no good faith effort to determine whether I should receive
benefits.

10. Utah taxes injured workers.

(iJ

11. There are prevalent bad faith denials and concerns about "IME"s.

~

C. The Governor's office does not properly regulate the ULC to ensure that
it has good faith and follows the law.

1. The Governor's office avoids exposing appearances of impropriety.

ARGUMENT

Issue I: Jury Trial
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~

Whether the ULC erred when it determined that the rights guaranteed by
the U.S. and Utah constitutions can and should be denied, because the
Utah legislature failed to give the ULC authority to provide a jury trial as
required by the constitutions. This issue also requires finding a legal venue
that has the authority to recognize that the supreme law of the land is the
U.S. Constitution and that the Utah Constitution cannot and should not be
ignored by the legislature or the ULC.

A. The ALJ denied the right because of the unconstitutional laws granting
the ULC power to deny constitutional rights. The ALJ refused my right to a
jury trial, citing the ULC's inability to provide the constitutional right {p297
#2}.

B. Issue I had been resolved by the idea that injured workers don't have to
@

prove fault. If injured workers still didn't have to prove fault {p626-632}
(decades later with no help and no WCF medical benefits for almost 5
years and counting in my case), this matter would not be before the court. I
would not need to use my constitutional rights if WCF made a good faith
effort to determine my condition, or if the ULC did not require injured
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workers to prove fault. Here is a quote found in (2016 UT 21) the Utah
Supreme Court's opinion in INJURED WORKERS v. STATE Opinion of the
Court first paragraph under background:
~

"1f 84, 361

P.3d 63 (citation omitted). Workers give up common law tort

remedies against their employers, and in exchange, employers must
compensate workers for workplace injuries regardless of fault. See UTAH
CODE§ 34A-2-105(1 ); Shattuck-Owen v. Snowbird Corp., 2000 UT 94,

,r

19, 16 P.3d 555.".

Issue II: Ignorance of the U.S. and Utah Constitutions

Whether the ULC and the legislature were reasonable and rational to
ignore the U.S. and Utah constitutions.

A. Utah constitution Article XVI, Section 1: "The rights of labor shall have
just protection through laws calculated to promote the industrial welfare of
the State."
(iJ
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1. This constitutional provision was violated in many ways. Each and
every point made in this brief illustrates a violation of this provision.

B. U.S. Fourteenth Amendment "No state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."

1. This constitutional amendment was violated in many ways. Each and
every point made in this brief illustrates a violation of this amendment.
Laws creating the ULC abridge privileges of citizens. I have been deprived
of liberty and property because I must pay medical expenses that WCF
should be paying, get medical attention where I can, and I am not free to do
what I want or be where I want to be. I must proceed pro-se, sometimes
requiring travel, and to be in Utah or California at times because of the laws
made by Utah.
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~

2. Workers getting an ALJ hearing instead of a jury trial is not equal to the
rights of non-workers getting juries.

3. As it applies to Issue I, a jury trial clearly is an abridged privilege even
to someone who does not think it is a right.

C. Right to Jury: US Constitution 7th Amendment "In Suits at common
law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of
trial by jury shall be preserved ... " and Utah Constitution 10th Article " ... A
jury in civil cases shall be waived unless demanded."

1. See Issue I.

D. Right to Trial: US Constitution 7th Amendment "In Suits at common
law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of
trial by jury shall be preserved ... "

1. See Issue I.
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E. US Constitution Article 111 section 2 " ...judicial power shall extend to all
cases in law and equity ... ".

1. This shows that even ALJs have judicial power to enforce the U.S. and
Utah constitutions. Because ULC Case No. 13-0852 is a case in law and
equity, judicial power extends to ALJ Marlowe.

F. US Article VI paragraph 2 "constitution ... shall be the supreme law of
the land; and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby ... ".

1. This shows that because the ULC ALJ is a judge in a state, she is
bound by the U.S. constitution. This also shows that the U.S. constitution is
the supreme law of the land.

Issue Ill: Prejudice

Whether the Utah state legislature and executive branch including the
UDABC, ULC, and Governor's office are biased against me.

39
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A. The Utah legislature, by creating ULC in its current form, shows bias
against workers.

~

1. ULC's current function no longer includes simplifying adjudication by
not requiring injured workers to prove fault. See Issue I B.

~

2. Laws providing lawyers for injured workers' opponents favor industry
over injured workers. The Utah legislature has not made counsel available
to some injured workers. The Utah legislature has made counsel available
to injured workers' opponents UDABC, WCF and ULC. Therefore, the laws
the legislature has made are biased against injured workers. The effect of
no counsel, and the apparent impossibility to get effective counsel, are
components of this case and should be examined by the court as a matter
of practicality. Issues this important to Utah and U.S. law should be argued
by a professional. There is precident to appoint counsel for an indigent
citizen whose welfare (medical benefits) from the state (UDABC) is in
jeopardy. Please apply this and any other statutes or case law for me,
because my ignorance should not be allowed to affect the rights of citizens.
This is a catch 22. Because I have no lawyer representing me, I cannot get
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a lawyer to represent me. Even when I have had a lawyer, the lawyer
would not represent me. Having a lawyer is a waste of time in my
experience.

I hired Gwilliam as counsel, he was not interested in the details of the case.
~

Gwilliam wanted to settle the case at mediation for $10,000 without
studying the facts of the case. It became apparent that Gwilliam only
wanted to settle the case and get his cut of easy money, no matter what
the situation may be. I fired Gwilliam because he does not do appeals
{p218-219}. I later refused $10,000 offered by a representative of UDABC
and WCF to settle the case {p250}. I have not seen the transcript from the
mediation, but it should be in the record. ULC rules forced me to be
"examined" by Dr. Knoebel against my will. I did not want to be "examined"
by WCF's doctor because Lambert, my lawyer at the time, had advised me
that Dr. Knoebel is a professional witness for WCF and would never say
anything that might help my case. I also thought it was wrong that Knoebel
is not independent, yet for some reason, the procedure is referred to as an
IME (Independent Medical Examination) by the ULC. Later, Lambert quit
working for me saying he does not take contentious cases. The fact that a
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lawyer can be successful without taking contentious cases suggests that
workers' compensation lawyers' strategy is often to settle the case to
maximize income and avoid work. After contacting every lawyer on the list
at the Utah State Bar and every lawyer those lawyers recommended, I
determined that seeking a lawyer that would represent me was a waste of
time.

After meeting with a lawyer at the Tuesday night bar association, it has
come to my attention that writing motions may annoy judges and have an
effect on the final outcome. Please keep in mind that nothing I do is
intended to annoy anyone. I write motions toward the end of justice for all.
Motons help me learn, and they help to preserve important issues to be
decided by the proper authority. I cannot imagine that the Tuesday night
bar lawyer was right, but I am not from his world. I think our justice system
might look quite a bit different from my prospective than it does from his. If
anyone was offended by me, please accept this apology and know that no
offence was ever intended. I trust that judges will not allow personalities
and annoyances to have a lasting effect on Utah's and our nation's justice
system.
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The Tuesday night bar lawyer also pointed out that there is no money to
pay a potential lawyer to represent me because I am only asking for
medical benefits and not money. It really looks impossible to get a lawyer to
represent me. The annoyed judges comment shows how intimidated
@

lawyers can be. Because lawyers' strategies are influenced by intimidation
and money, a principled and very dedicated pro-se litigant must step in to
give judges an opportunity to correct and strengthen our justice system.

I don't know why this case is titled "Benson vs. ULC". I thought it was
supposed to be an appeal for "Benson vs. WCF and UDABC". I don't know
why the UDABC is in the title either. My problem is with WCF. UDABC is
unavailable for comment, so I cannot find out where UDABC stands on the
issues. If I am suing ULC for breaking laws and/or making the wrong
decision or whatever, I would like to prove ULC bias and circumvention of
laws. My communication with ULC is truth that is useful to illustrate my
points. If this case (Benson vs. WCF) is tried in a court that respects
constitutions, my communication with the ULC would be moot. If this is
indeed a case against the ULC, I would like to complete a discovery
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process including all relevant information showing ULC's: intention to
disadvantage my case, circumvention of laws, incompetence or bias, and
use of state power to influence witnesses.

3. The ULC's current system is unfairly difficult for some injured
employees to navigate. To have these issues examined by the appeals
court, a litigant must proceed pro-se, be very patient with WCF and ULC,
keep asking WCF's care provider and ULC questions that they avoid
answering several times, recognize wrong answers, refuse a $10,000
payoff, resist ULC "ombudsman" legal advice to take the money and

~

suspect ULC and WCF of dirty tricks ("IME", "ombudsman", making
documents unavailable, sneaking documents into my possession, impeding
communication, legal advice from WCF and ULC ... ). These unpleasant
tasks must be done with whatever money the injured worker has, with a
diminished ability to earn, whatever time the injured worker has to sacrifice,
whatever education the injured worker has, whatever intelligence the
injured worker has, and whatever ability to think critically the injured worker
has.
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4. The ULC does not want anyone to know about their biased
"ombudsman" mediation scheme. After encountering some resistance to
getting access to mediation records from ULC's Sara Danielson, I called
the ULC mediaton number 801-530-6833 on 6/25/18. Jeanne Long
answered the call and told me "documents are thrown away after 1 year",
she had some notes about mediation Feb. 2015. I asked for the notes. She
said she would look to see what they have and email me tomorrow. The
communication with the ULC became suspicious. The request was
forwarded to Sara Danielson. My question to Sara Danielson "Is it true that
~

documents are thrown away after a year?" was not directly answered. She
said "Because what is discussed in mediation has no bearing on further
proceedings, the mediation file is not needed after one year." This answer
leaves the original question unanswered and raises more questions. What
gives Sara Danielson the authority to decide that "what is discussed in
mediation has no bearing on further proceedings"? How could anyone that
did not know what was discussed in mediation know whether it has bearing
on further proceedings? Why would the mediation file be needed for a year,
but no longer? Sara Danielson also said "I will contact Ms. Long and
provide you with whatever documents she has that can be released" {Items
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13, 14}. Why would there be documents that cannot be released? It sounds
like the ULC does not want anyone to know what happened.

{top of page 8, Item 16} "2015 Workload Accomplishments The
Adjudication Division issued 1,480 orders and 545 final decisions. It also
conducted 217 formal evidentiary hearings and approved 682 settlement
agreements (13% increase over last year)."

No wonder ULC approved 682 settlement agreements (13% increase over
last year). ULC tells the injured worker that an "ombudsman" is there to

GiJ

represent the injured worker in mediation. Then the "ombudsman" tells the
injured worker to take the settlement because the "ombudsman" is worried
that the injured worker will get nothing. Getting more settlements is a ULC
goal. Because the ULC trains "independent" examiner's to save the ULC
money, I'm sure the ULC trains "ombudsman" with ULC "efficiency" as a
top priority. "Efficiency" meaning good for ULC expenses, not good for
justice. Financial efficiency should not be allowed disadvantage injured
workers.
~
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5. All terms have questionable meanings. The use of confusing terms is
not helpful. Words that already have meanings should not be used as if
they had a different meaning. Instead, we can use words that mean what
we are saying. As a pro se litigant, I see no purpose for changing the
meaning of words instead of changing the word to fit the meaning. Pro Se
@

litigants already have enough to learn. Learning new definitions is an undue
burden.

~

The ULC's "ombudsman" is not an ombudsman. The word independent
should only be used to describe independent things. The term "IME or
Independent Medical Evaluation" probably sounds like a good term to use if
you own WCF. It makes professional witnesses working for WCF sound
more credible than they are and therefore, WCF has less expenses. The
ULC seems to like to use the term also. It makes ULC's professional
witnesses and WCF's professional witnesses sound more credible than
they are. The ULC is more interested in saving money than respecting
truth. The misuse of these words not only creates the potential for
confusion, but raises other questions. Why make the effort to redefine
terms when there are words that already have the definitions supposedly
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intended? Why would the ULC want to deceive or confuse people by
~

saying that their evaluators are independant? When some random terms
have unnecessary alternate meanings, all terms have questionable
meanings. Another effect of this unnecessary redefinition of terms is: truth

~

is disrespected. Anyone addressing the court should know that untruths will
not be tolerated.

6. The ULC's legal advice procedure appears inappropriate. I was given
unsolicited legal advice by the ULC. I was told that I must name my former
employer (UDABC) as a defendant along with WCF. As I appeal ULC's
decision, The ULC has been added to my list of opponents. ULC's legal
advice procedure appears inappropriate, especially because appeals place
the ULC as an opponent of the advised party. Advising me to make a
motion for interlocutory review and instructions to appeal the resulting
orders were also problematic {p350, p361}

7. A trial, if included in ULC procedures, is not included as a formal
proceeding.
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8. Juries are not employed by the Labor commission.

9. The ULC interfered with my search for a lawyer. The ULC
unconstitutionally restricted payment to prospective counsel until the policy
was changed by the Utah Supreme Court after my hearing. The ULC
threatened to dismiss the case if I continued to seek counsel. A few months
before the hearing, ALJ Marlowe threatened to dismiss the case if I
~

continued my search for counsel, effectively denying me an opportunity to
find a lawyer without unconstitutional pay restrictions before the hearing.
{page 236} The ALJ asked if I was representing myself at the hearing. I
said I don't understand. She said it was obvious that I was speaking for
myself. If it was obvious, then why ask the question? {hearing beginning}

10. The ULC's procedure for entering information into the medical exhibit
is based on improvement of the ULC's financial efficiency and justice has a
lower priority if it is considered at all. WCF explained how the deception
works {Item 12, page 4, fifth paragraph}. WCF admits that the "IME" is not
independent and explains that the ULC knows that the "IME" is not
independent. WCF states "Because of this, the Utah Workers
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Compensation Act provides a medical panel based system that allows the
Commission to obtain opinions from physicians who are neither treating the

~

injured worker or being paid to evaluate him by the insurance company."
This shows that the ULC and the legislature know that the insurance
company's "IME" is not reliable. This also shows ULC and WCF are biased
against treating physicians for unexplained reasons. Dr. Rosenburg has no
incentive to report inaccurately, in fact, as a knee doctor working on the
cutting edge of technology development, accurate reports are essential to
his work. The statement also shows an attempt by the ULC to convince
injured workers that the second "IME"'s function is to counter any bias from
the WCF "IME". In fact, ULC evaluators are trained to not mention any
disagreement with WCF's professional witness, and to agree with the ALJ
even if they have evidence contrary to the ALJ's findings. The current
system allows only the WCF professional witness to enter opinions into the
medical exhibit after the ULC proceedings start. ULC doctors are not
allowed to report on their opinions. Injured workers that cannot work
sometimes have no money to hire doctors and lawyers and professional
witnesses.
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~

The executive branch has been working hard to reduce expenses in the
ULC's adjudication division. {bottom of page 4, Item 16} "Adjudication
Division: Changes in the hearing calendar resulted in a slight increase in
the average number of hearings conducted (from 20 per month to 21.6).
The real improvement came in the timeliness of decisions. Prior to the
@

change, 38% of all final decisions were issued within 60 days. Now, that
percentage has increased to 94%. Other process improvements such
re-designed templates, standardizing medical records exhibits, conducting
trainings, hiring new medical panel chairs, and creating model medical
panel questions, etc. have helped the Division achieve a 50.7%
improvement in overall efficiency in just under 2 years."

The standardizing of medical records exhibits seems to include a WCF
professional witness trained to save money for WCF (that injured workers
are told is independent) with a system that offsets the insurance company's
exam with ULC examiners (that injured workers are told are independent)
trained to save money for the state of Utah. ULC medical panels are also
trained to agree with the judge and not to say that the WCF examiner is
wrong. There is no mention of preserving justice.
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{top of page 7, Item 16} "MEDICAL PANELS The Adjudication Division
continues to make improvements to its medical panel process by recruiting
8 new medical panel chairs, bringing the total to 16 talented and dedicated
doctors with a wide array of expertise. The Division has also worked closely
with stakeholders to create an extensive list of model questions for judges
to use when referring cases to medical panels. The questions designed to
elicit fact-based answers from the medical panels, rather than their

ii

opinions and conclusions."
~

The "facts" they are talking about include WCF's "IME" report and the
judge's instructions called "findings of fact" based on the WCF "IME". This
~

shows that the ULC has created a procedure that allows only opinions and
conclusions from WCF funded doctors into the medical exhibit. As an
injured worker without sufficient funds, I have no avenue to get opinions or
conclusions entered into the medical exhibit.

11. The ULC is not interested in discouraging WCF's unethical tactics. I
reported that the excuse used for discontinuing my benefits was based on
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the way I filled out an altered, outdated form provided by WCF. I was
unaware that the form was outdated and altered, so I cooperated and filled
it out properly. WCF accused me of not cooperating and used the alleged
non-cooperation as an excuse to discontinue benefits. After contacting the
ULC I was asked to fill out a current, unaltered form provided by the ULC. I
filled it out with information identical to the information I had written on the
form provided by WCF. The ULC ALJ made no action or statement to
discourage this appearance of impropriety.

12. There is no incentive for WCF to keep and submit complete and
easily understandable files. ULC may be trying to confuse someone. The
"application for hearing" sounds like it was submitted by the petitioner. I did
not submit more than a page or two . I guess WCF submitted it? The
information seems to be in the most confusing form possible. In the record
"Application for Hearing ( 1/13/14) 2 - 176" is disorganized, redundant and
illegible. If WCF and Dr. Rosenburg, the doctor WCF chose and paid, had
kept understandable and organized records, and made them all available, I
would be able to prove my case easily. The confusion is good for
increasing revenue and decreasing expenses for the state.
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13. What ULC and WCF call an IME or Independent Medical Examination
is neither independent nor an examination. In the case of WCF's "IME" Dr.
~

Knoebel works for WCF as a professional witness. {p220, #2} He is the
farthest thing from independant. Utah law allows WCF to choose any
doctor. WCF is a company. It's owners want one thing, as much revenue as
possible. Therefore, logically, WCF chooses the doctor that has the best
chance to increase dividends. WCF has ignored morality, their only
incentive to find real truth. This choice against morality is proven by their
unsubstantiated excuse for ending my medical insurance benefits and the
absence of a good faith effort to assess my condition. WCF's Matthew
Black offered to help get x-rays from Dr. Rosenburg if I gave him some
answers {p300}. I gave Black the answers then Black refused to help.
WCF's incentive is to choose a doctor that will help them to win their case
even if WCF is morally and legally obligated to cover the injured worker.
That's how more revenue is made for employers. I was interrogated by Dr.
Knoebel. I think that is why the ULC did not want me to have legal
representation there {p332}. He felt my knee, watched me walk, and
measured flexion. From this "examination" the ALJ appears to believe that
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Dr. Knoebel can tell how much of my current condition is due to an injury
from over two decades ago. The ALJ also appears to believe that Dr.
Knoebel's word is more credible than all the other WCF paid doctors.

In ULC's case, The ULC "Independent" Medical "Examination" (IME) is not
c,

used to be fair to poor, disadvantaged, injured workers. The ULC "IME" is
used by ULC as an excuse to have an expert agree with the ALJ. Sara
Danielson from the ULC emailed IME doctors' training materials contained
in "benson grama 1_001.pdf'.

The third box on page 423 of the record says "The 2013 audit stated
medical panels should have training on report standardization; including
what information to include and not include in reports". Not only is the ULC
paying $250.00 to $275.00 per hour to each doctor on the panel {p431}, but
ULC is also literally training examiners to include information or exclude
information based on what the ULC wants. That is clearly not training
examiners to be independent.
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The first box on page 425 says "An Important Point: This exam is different
than other exams, if we find information that is in addition to, or different
from what is in the judge's Interim Order, Findings of Fact document, we
must discuss these differences with the judge." Nothing is ever discussed
with the judge as far as we know.

The third box on page 425 shows ULC's bias. It states "The least reliable
evidence is patient/employer reporting without any objectifiable
measurements/evidence.".

The fourth box on page 425 shows ULC's strategy to consider irrelevant
factors in reports. ULC rebrands the factors as relevant. There can be no
so called "relevant factors" because ULC's proper function makes fault
moot. Here is a quote found in (2016 UT 21) the Utah Supreme Court's
opinion in INJURED WORKERS v. STATE Opinion of the Court first
paragraph under background: ",I 84, 361 P.3d 63 (citation omitted).
Workers give up common law tort remedies against their employers, and in
exchange, employers must compensate workers for workplace injuries
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~

regardless of fault. See UTAH CODE§ 34A-2-105(1); Shattuck-Owen v.
Snowbird Corp., 2000 UT 94, ,I 19, 16 P.3d 555.".

{The first box on p426} trains evaluators to "refrain from drawing
conclusions of who is right or wrong." This training allows the ALJ to use
WCF's "IME" report to make a judgement against the injured worker
because the report remains unchallenged by another expert.

{The Fourth box on p428} shows that the ALJ formulates facts based, in
part, on WCF's "IME". Then the training instructs evaluators to use these
"facts" to write "their" conclusions.

The first box on page 429 further reiterates, in no uncertain terms, that the
function of the ULC "IME" is to agree with the ALJ. It says "If in our history
and physical or review of medical records we find information that is
different from what the judge has presented we need to use the information
provided by the judge over what we find."
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The second box on page 429 shows an example: "If the judge puts on the
finding of fact that the box weighed 25 pounds, but you have information
that it weighed 3 pounds, you need to talk to the judge before you use the 3
pounds in your medical decision making process." I am concerned that
evaluators will not talk to the ALJ because they have already been
instructed to "use the information provided by the judge over what we find",
as stated in the previous box on the same page. If the ALJ is questioned
about her "facts" she may point to the evaluators instructions "to use the
information provided by the judge over what we find". The ALJ may then
choose not to employ the inquisitive evaluator again. Here is one instance
supporting my concern. The ALJ mentioned an amended order several
times in her instructions to the medical panel. Even though the ALJ wrote a
letter (Ur to Rodney Benson 11.15.16.pdf, Item 1) saying that the several
references to an amended order were mistakes and there is no amended
~

order, the panel had no questions about the amended order or anything
else.

{In the second box on p430}, The ULC seems to admit that the "IME"
process is advantageous to evaluators and that it's preservation belongs in
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jeopardy. "We are fortunate to have this process in Utah and we want to
preserve it." This statement also hints to evaluators that their $250.00 to
$275.00 per hour contracts would stop if ULC's methods are exposed. I see
no other reason to include the statement in the evaluator's training.

There is clearly no good reason to call the "IME" independent. This is an
obvious attempt by ULC to deceive injured employees and judges.
~

14. There is evidence showing that ULC uses a strategy to sneak
information into my possession without my knowledge.

I received 3 "auto emails" (Items 3, 5 and 7) informing me that the Parowan
offices have closed. I call them "auto emails" because they were from
laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov. The first was sent on 3/4/15 to
designated_age., me, emorris, alopez. It had an attachment that could not
interest me because the closing of the Parowan offices does not affect me
in any way. The second "auto email", also with an attachment, was sent on
3/10/15 to designated_age., me, emorris, jgren. The third, with attachment,
was sent on 6/22/15 to designated_age., me, emorris, jgren.
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These clearly were not auto emails to inform me that the Parowan offices
have closed. First of all, I am not affected by a closure of offices in
Parowan and the ULC knows I live in California. The Parowan office closed
on 9/2/14 according to a report from the ULC stating "Effective Sept 2,
2014 the Southern Utah Adjudication office moved from Parowan to St.
George ... " (Item 16 page 5 under "NEW SOUTHERN UTAH OFFICE")
After examination of the dates and attachments, it becomes obvious that
the reason for the emails was to send the attachments. This raises many
questions.

Of course the attachments should have been sent to me and emorris, but
~

why were they sent to "designated_age." and "alopez" in the first instance
and "designated_age." and "jgren" the next two times? Who sent them? It
appears that Alicia Lopez and Jennifer Gren were sending us, and
themselves, copies from laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov for some
reason. Why would they do that? What effect does it have? It may have
made me miss my hearing if I did not look at the attachments. Who is
"designated_age." and why did they get a copy? Why notify me, the first
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time, more than six months after the closing? Why notify me a second time
before a week had passed since the first notification? Why notify me a third
time after the office had been closed for over 9 months? Has this sneaking
information strategy been applied to other cases? There should be an
investigation.

The strategy was employed again when the ULC's "IME" report came
buried in the middle of a huge envelope containing the x-rays that should
have been kept in the medical exhibit {p318}. Why not keep the xrays?
Why no indication that the report is inside? Why not email the report? If I
had assumed that the envelope contained only x-rays, I would have missed
my window to object to the report. My suspicion is a necessary component
~

to my effective self representation. Such suspicion of the ULC should not
be a required part of a pro-se litigant's task.

The ULC's decision to use U.S. mail instead of email further delays this
case now in its fifth year. The ULC has again shown bias or incompetence
by sending their response to the wrong address. According to the certificate
GiD

of mailing, the ULC sent their "Response to Order" (filed on May 24, 2018)
61
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to Rodney Benson General Delivery Shingletown CA 96088 on May 22,
2018. The official address I am using for this case is in Utah, not California.
Of course, if the ULC would constantly send documents to either my email
address or my U.S. mail address, I would know what to expect. The ULC's
use of different addresses suggests that they are trying to trick me. Using
U.S. Mail gives WCF an advantage because U.S. Mail gets to their address
faster than it gets to California addresses. Email is easier to use, more
efficient and less expensive, so why would ULC decide against the use of
email? These observations are consistent with this case's issue on review
stating that the ULC is biased against injured workers. These observations
also suggest that the ULC knows that it cannot win this case on its merits,
so alternative strategies are employed.

15. The ULC and WCF have published a document stating that I am
entitled to medical benefits. I found this in EEGuide.pdf {Item 15},
appearenly from the ULC, on www.wcf.com under workers, benefits, Utah,
{pages 11 and 12}. It seems that WCF and ULC have teamed up to give
workers the impression that " .. .if your disability compensation is terminated,
you are still entitled to medical benefits." According to this answer, there
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~

are no circumstances where compensation can be reduced or terminated
for permanent partial disabilities. My case has none of the circumstances
listed for permission to reduce or terminate disability compensation from
~

the ULC under any category.

@

"Q 24. Can my disability compensation be reduced or terminated? A Not

without permission from the Labor Commission. Permission can be granted
in the following circumstances:

Temporary Disability Compensation: The Commission may authorize
reduction or termination of temporary disability compensation if you are
terminated from suitable light-duty work for: 1) criminal conduct; 2) violent
conduct; 3) violation of workplace health, safety, licensure, or
nondiscrimination rules; or 4) failing a drug or alcohol test.

Permanent Total Disability Compensation: The Commission may terminate
a preliminary award of permanent total disability compensation if you are
unable to work solely due to 1) incarceration; or 2) legal ineligibility to work.
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The Commission may terminate a final award of permanent total disability
compensation if you are no longer totally disabled.

Note: Even if your disability compensation is terminated, you are still
entitled to medical benefits."

16. The ULC gave me legal advice that wasted my time and delayed the
case. The ACLU advised me to go to the ULC discrimination division who
advised me to file an interlocutory motion for review {p350}. Then the ULC's
Jaceson Maughan advised me to file for appeal at the Utah Appeals Court
{p361}. It turns out that the Utah Appeals Court does not have jurisdiction
because the ULC's final refusal to consider my motion was not a final
agency action.

Gt.)

17. Procedures allow WCF and ULC witnesses to lie without
consequence. I had no opportunity cross examine the WCF professional
witness or the ULC professional witnesses. The ULC doctors were trained
and paid $250 and $275 per hour {p431} to agree with the ALJ {first box on
~

p429}. ULC professional witnesses get a letter from Jaceson Maughan
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~

promising indemnification {p432}. I had no opportunity to cross examine the
ULC's doctors because their testimony was presented after the hearing. I
did not have the money required to subpoena Dr. Knoebel to attend the
hearing. The ALJ refused to subpoena Dr. Knoebel {p255 #2, p291 #1}. At
the hearing, the ALJ noted that there were differences in opinion among
@

doctors evaluations of my condition. Therefore, another examination was
ordered to be done by doctors employed and trained by the ULC.

18. The ULC did not complete the record. Email from me 8/20/17 page
677-678 attachments are missing, ULC did not include them in the record
or refer us to where they are in the record. I found all but one attachment in
the record and I put the attachment that I did not find in the record in the
addendum {#2}(showing a form that my claim was validated by wcf, and the
two letters showing why medical benefits were withdrawn.) There are more
documents missing: {p684} Legal Newsletter 07-2017 WEB.pdf was
attached, but the attachment is not part of the record. I included "Legal
Newsletter 07-2017 WEB.pdf' in the addendum as Item 18. In the ULC
20170872 Response to Order filed May 24, 2018 William Barlow claims
"With regard to the x-rays and radiology reports mentioned in the pleading,
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the Commision has included all of Mr. Benson's medical records that were
admitted into evidence as part of his claim.". Please see {p325} the ALJ's
memo to the medical panel mentions radiology films as part of the medical
<iv

records and {p318} receipt for x-rays. There are not any x-rays (or
radiology films) included in the record provided by the ULC as Mr. Barlow
claims.

B. UDABC has shown bias by not making a good faith effort to protect it's
injured employees by using an unethical insurance company, and
destroying the records of injured employees. This bias increases revenue
for the state.

1. WCF favors payment to owners over payments to injured workers.
Most of the reason for bias against injured workers is likely money.
Between 1/1/18 and 4/24/18 WCF spent $80,000 to influence lawmakers.

~

{https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?id=F226884&year=2018
NOTE: All lobbying expenditures on this page come from the Senate Office
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of Public Records. Feel free to distribute or cite this material, but please
credit the Center for Responsive Politics. For permission to reprint for
commercial uses, such as textbooks, contact the Center: info@crp.org}

If WCF had good intentions, WCF would not be taking money intended to
help injured workers, then using some of that money to influence
lawmakers to work against injured workers, some of the money to pay off
~

potential appeals court litigants (to keep laws from being examined) and
some money to hire lawyers and witnesses to work against injured workers,
just so more of the money intended to help injured workers, can go to
employer's revenue.

WCF, as it's name Workers Compensation Fund suggests, was a fund
created in order to compensate injured workers. WCF diverts these funds
Gt)

to serve employers instead of workers. One of the strategies WCF uses is
to influence politicians to write laws that decrease benefits by hiring
lobbyists. WCF uses premiums intended to benefit injured workers, to
employ lobbyists, pay off litigants, hire professional witnesses and hire
lawyers all to work against injured workers. This strategy increases
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revenue for employers because WCF gives the owners of WCF higher
dividends when the money does not go to benefit injured workers.
Employers are the owners of WCF. As a privately owned company, WCF is
vulnerable to corruption because of a temptation to increase revenue for its

~

owners. This temptation to favor greed over the health and well being of
injured workers cannot be mitigated by our politicians because lobbying
from WCF encourages complicity. WCF has aligned interests with
employers. WCF appears to be a worker's compensation fund but partially
functions as an employer's revenue fund. Employers get paid by WCF for
using WCF and working against injured workers. Our justice system is the
only force that can restore the function of WCF, to help injured workers.

2. My x-rays were rendered moot by a WCF care provider, WCF and the
ULC. Prejudice was shown by WCF when Dr. Rosenburg's office would not
provide X-rays. The Doctor worked for WCF. After years of being told that
the x-rays don't exist, then being told that I would have to buy the x-rays, Dr
Rosenburg's office finally mailed the x-rays to me at no cost to me in
accordance with the law other than the delay and refusal. During the time
before I had my x-rays, the ALJ ordered me to be examined by a
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Gv

professional witness working for WCF named Knoebel. Knoebel did not
~

have the x-rays and said in his examination report that he would evaluate
the x-rays if they become available. I submitted the x-rays to the ALJ at the
Hearing. The x-rays were not made available to Dr. Knoebel. So the 2
doctor panel working for the ULC considered them to be new evidence and

~

followed their ULC training by not reporting on any new evidence. No
radiology reports exist and WCF controls providers by not paying for some
procedures. WCF's Dr. Rosenburg never made any radiology reports. The
ALJ and WCF, for some reason, did nothing to get the x-rays examined. I
have no money to get the x-rays examined. My employment was
terminated by the state and my earning power was adversely affected by
my industrial injury. This shows neither WCF nor ULC is putting forth a
good faith effort to assess my condition before terminating my benefits. In
fact the ALJ instructed the ULC evaluators to follow their training. Training

~

says don't report anything new. It became obvious that the ALJ, the ULC
and WCF did not want the truth in the x-rays to come to light. Dr.
Rosenburg's delay in providing the x-rays effectively rendered the x-rays
moot. The ULC did not include the x-rays in the record.
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3. The UDABC could have modified their policy to allow me to sit during
my cashier shift, but chose to terminate my employment instead.

4. UDABC chose to destroy my injured worker's records without notifying
me, or offering the records to me to be preserved.

5. WCF agreed that WCF is responsible to pay medical expenses related
to my workplace injury. WCF showed this agreement by paying Dr.
Rosenburg from 6/17/92 up until I was accused of non-cooperation on
9/4/13 {Item 2}. I cooperated. My medical benefits were stopped anyway.

~

This shows that WCF was not concerned with functioning as an insurance
company for me. There was no good faith attempt to assess my condition
~

or my cooperation before medical benefits were denied. WCF continued to
deny benefits even after WCF and UDABC agreed that the industrial injury
was still causing pain and disability {Page 181. #1 under "First Defence"
admits 1,2,3,4 and 5 of the application. #4 states "the injuries I sustained
(frj

from the accident are still causing pain and disability in my right knee",
admitted again on page 185 #1 under "First Defence" admits 1,2,3,4 and 5
of the application}.
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~

Gia)

6. WCF knows my industrial injury is permanent. WCF showed that they
know that my injury was not a "temporary aggravation of a pre-existing
condition" as Dr. Knoebel claims in his "IME" report. WCF classified my
new condition as permanent. WCF called the condition a "permanent partial

CJj

disability".

7. WCF uses their "IME" to manufacture false evidence. Dr. Knoebel's
IME report was not based on facts, but instead focused on confusing the
facts and giving WCF a reason for dropping my coverage {page 677-678
attachments missing, ULC did not include them in the record yet ,Item 2}.

Dr. Rosenburg clearly did not think the industrial accident was minor. ME
@

16 fifth line of the last paragraph, "The patient did relatively well until he
suffered a severe twisting injury at work on 6-92" Dr. Knoebel spun this fact
into a more favorable alternative fact for WCF. ME 72 #3 under diagnosis
says that the 6/17/92 industrial accident was minor. Nobody else had ever
called it minor. This so-called minor accident caused permanent partial
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disability according to WCF and caused termination of my employment and
caused WCF to cover medical expenses for over 2 decades, including ACL
reconstruction and meniscus removal deemed to be necessary secondary
to the industrial accident.

ME 72 #4 claims that I have osteoarthritis in my right hip. I have no reason
to believe this. I have no symptoms and have seen no evidence.

ME 73 "He also reports that he never returned to work there" is a
misleading statement. This can be confirmed by Dr. Knoebel's recording
made during the interrogation portion of the "IME" on 12/2/14. The fact is
that I was returned to light duty. Because of the pain I could not endure
eight hours of standing. Therefore, my employment was terminated. Page
74, second paragraph, second sentence says I was returned to light duty
11/27/92.

ME 74 second paragraph second to last sentence mentions a left shoe
orthotic. I never heard about such a recommendation. If there was one, I
ask WCF to produce a record of the prescription and payment for the
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device. Dr. Knoebel must have been thoroughly confused to produce such
an odd statement.

The 4th paragraph on ME 74 has an underlined statement in parentheses
that is false. The false statement claims that My doing "fine" prior to the
@

industrial accident is contrary to Dr. Gable's records, and references a
following discussion in Dr. Knoebel's "IME". ME 76 first paragraph last
sentence says "He recommended minimal running and avoidance of
softball and tennis." This is the opposite of what Dr. Goble said. Dr. Goble
states on page 60 last paragraph last sentence " ... and he should be able to
participate in minimal running sports such as softball or tennis." A person
that should be able to participate in sports such as softball or tennis can be
properly described as "doing fine". Past work history on ME 77 also
suggests that I was doing fine.

ME 74 second to last paragraph has nothing to do with a medical
evaluation. This shows that Dr. Knoebel was not focused on evaluation, he
was focused on serving his employer, WCF.
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ME 74 second paragraph last sentence says another surgery was
recommended 7/27/93. The last sentence of the fourth paragraph indicates
that I was at maximum medical improvement on 8/27/93. Just one month
after I supposedly needed another operation, all evaluators and Dr.
Rosenburg agree that I was at maximum medical improvement. I needed a
knee replacement, but I was too young.

ME 76 Dr. Knoebel makes a false statement last sentence "The claimant
had right knee ligament surgery ... in 1986".

ME 80 Fifth paragraph misconstrues Dr. Gable's comments. Dr. Knoebel
erroneously claims that Dr. Goble recommended repeat ACL
~

reconstruction.

~

ME 81 second paragraph "MRl. .. showed ... ACL graft failure" ME 2 (MRI)
last sentence under "LIGAMENTS" says " ... no firm mri findings to prove
disruption or graft failure".
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ME 81 last sentence says "Should you have any questions, or if I could be
of any assistance, please do not hesitate to call my office" I had some
questions at the hearing starting on line 10 of page 45 and ending on line 2
page 60. I should have a chance to ask Dr. Knoebel some questions about
his IME report as my motion on p264 states.

See Issue Ill A13 and A17 of this brief.

8. WCF stopped medical benefits without a valid reason. In 2013, Dr.
Roseburg prescribed physical therapy to see if surgery could be avoided or
postponed. WCF sent me an outdated, altered form. I filled it out and sent it
back as requested. WCF accused me of filling out the form wrong {Item 2,
page 2, first paragraph} and said that because I was accused of not
cooperating, they are not going to fund my recovery anymore {Item 2, page
3}. After removing me from medical insurance coverage, WCF said I could
file with the Utah Labor Commission if I disagree. {Item 2, pages 2 and 3}

9. There was no good faith effort to determine whether I should receive
benefits. WCF had decided that their position was that I should not receive
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further benefits. {Item 2, pages 2 and 3} There was absolutely no evidence
~

to support WCF's position. WCF wanted to use their expert witness, Dr.
Knoebel, to create some new "evidence" to support their position while
trying to decieve me into thinking that Dr. Knoebel was an independent
examiner.

10. Utah taxes injured workers. {https://www.wcf.com/dividends, second
paragraph}
"We are pleased to be in a position to share our financial results with our
loyal policyholders,"

UDABC gets dividends from WCF. Money earmarked for injured workers
goes to the state of Utah. That is a state tax on injured workers. Throwing
away injured workers' records increases revenue for the state. Laws made
(such as the laws creating UDABC) enabling the UDABC to throw away
injured workers' records are laws that do not give the rights of labor just
protection through laws calculated to promote the industrial welfare of the
State. {Utah constitution Article XVI, Section 1. The rights of labor shall
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4w

have just protection through laws calculated to promote the industrial
welfare of the State.}

11. There are prevalent bad faith denials and concerns about "IME"s.
According to WCF {Item 18} SB 170 acknowledges a need to address: "B)
Medical examinations by insurance companies. Claimant representatives
have raised concerns about how insurance companies conduct
@

independent medical examinations ...... E) Prevalence and possible
penalties for bad faith denials of workers' compensation claims by
insurance carriers."

This shows that there are other claimant representatives that have raised
concerns about how insurance companies conduct independent medical
examinations. WCF suggests that bad faith denials of claims are prevalent.

C. The Governor's office does not properly regulate the ULC to ensure that
it has good faith and follows the law.
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1. The Governor's office avoids exposing appearances of impropriety.
~

The ULC routinely violates individual rights and ignores judicial
independence. The Governor's office approves of the procedures of the
ULC. I asked the Governor's office to investigate using my many emails to

~

the ULC and the ULC's responses. The response {Item 17} pretends that
there was only one issue to review. The response also seems to indicate

~

that Director of Constituent Services Austin Cox believes Jennifer Gren's
incredible story about the legislature's website being shut down for over a
week to be updated. There should be a real investigation.
~

Throughout the years, I had trouble finding anyone I could trust at the
Labor Commission. It seemed that the employees lied to me and tried to
trick me, especially on the phone. Commissioner Hayashi did not want to
investigate and was not concerned about the appearance of impropriety.
<iiJ

The Governor's office was not concerned about the appearance of
impropriety. I have kept emails and letters documenting the many
appearances of impropriety at the ULC. I am not sure if this issue is
considered pertinent by the court, so due to time and resource scarcity, I'm
not going to go into further detail about this issue in this brief. This issue
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should be investigated. I would be happy to make all my records available
for an investigation by a neutral party that will expose appearances of
impropriety.

CONCLUSION

Order ULC to complete the record by adding all email attachments,
mediation records, x-rays etc., then order more time to write the petitioner's
brief using a complete record.
~

Order WCF to restore my health benefits.

Appoint competent counsel to represent me.

Order a trial presided over by a judge that understands that judicial power
extends to the judge, and that judges are bound by constitutions.

Initiate proceedings to bring about an independent investigation of the
executive branch as it applies to ULC's adjudication division.
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I hereby demand a jury pursuant to Article 1, section 10 of the Utah State
Constitution and request a jury pursuant to the U.S. Constitution 7th
Amendment.

/S/ Rodney Blake Benson

•

•

•

•
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on Aug. 31 , 2018 I emailed a

copy of "Appellant Opening Brief 20170872.pdf' to the following:
Utah Court of Appeals

•

Email: courtofappeals@utcourts.gov
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL

•

Utah Labor Commission

Email: chill@utah.gov
Matthew J. Black (12442) WCF Mutual Insurance Company
Email: mblack@wcf.com
I also brought in 6 hard copies to the Utah Court of Appeals on the 5th floor

•
•

•
•

of the Matheson Courthouse. Two hard copies each were sent to Hill and
Black via U.S. mail.
Utah Labor Commission 160 E 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 attn:
CHRISTOPHER C. HILL
WCF Mutual Insurance Company 100 W Towne Ridge Pkwy, Sandy, UT
84070 attn : Matthew J. Black

/s/ Rodney Benson, Petitioner 8/31/18
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
I certify that this Appellant Opening Brief 20170872 contains fewer than

14,000 words and therefore complies with the word limit set forth in Rule
24(g )( 1) of the
Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, and does not contain any "non-public
information"
for purposes Rule 21 (g) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 31st day of August, 2018.

Rodney Benson
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Commissioner
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State of Utah
GARY R. HERBERT
Governor
SPENCER J. COX
LL Governor

HEATHER E. GUNNARSON
Director
DEIDRE MARLOWE
Admln/srracJve Law Jud~

November 15, 2016

Rodney Benson
General Delivery
Shingletown, CA 96088
Re:

Rodney Benson v. DABC, WCF, Case No. 13-0852

Dear Mr. Benson:
Sara Danielson informs me that you have requested a copy of the Amended Interim
Order referred to on page two of the May 11, 2016 memorandum I wrote sending your case
to Dr. Jarvis as the medical panel chair. This letter is to correct the error I made in that
memorandum.
In that memorandum, I made the mistake of referring to an Amended Interim Order.
In your case, there is no Amended Interim Order, and my referral to it in the memo is
incorrect. I cut and pasted the form of this memo from another case and failed to correct
those portions of the page that referred to an Amended Interim Order.

•

The Order that I sent to Dr. Jarvis with the memo on May 11, 2016 is the one titled
"Findings of Fact and Interim Order'' which I signed on May 2, 2016. I apologize for the
confusion this has caused.
Very truly yours,

•

Deidre Marlowe
Administrative Law Judge

•

cc:

Matthew Black

•

•
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STATEMENT OF INSlJRANCE CARRIER WITH RE.5PECT TO PAYMENT OF BE~'EF1TS
WORKERS COl\fPENSATION ~ D OF UTAH
Original

Amended

If amended, r~sons for amendment:

(X)
( ).

RODNEY BENSON
1132 EMERSON A VE

Claim Number:

SLC UT 84105

SSN:

( ~ 92-2055-El
528-1 1-6718

Date of Filing:
Date of Injury:

6-17-92

Employer:
ALCHOUC BEVERAGE CONTROL
PO BOX 30408
S LC UT 84130-04~

Claim is for:
(X) Injury
( ) Occupational Disease

COMPUTATION OF BENEFIT RATE

Days worked per week --2_
Rate of Pay (calculated per week)

S 237,60

Basic Benefit Rate

$ 158,0Q

{2/3 of gross average weekly ~age, not to exceed maximum)
$ 5.00

Dependency allowance for spouse and $_Q_ for _Q_ children.

S 163,00

Amount of total weekly benefit
First check for _l_ weeks

Insurance Carrier:

'2P
Adjuster:

l

days, from 8-31-92 to 9-11-92 in the amount of$ 372. 57

Workers Compensation Fund of Utah
P.O. Box 45420
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0420

MARY MARTIN
Printed

538-8081
Phone

BY:

---.._:----------
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Worker:. Compen5,Hion Fund
100 West ·1ownc Ridge Parkway, S;rndy, UtJh H4070
800.,i•\6.2667 I w\.. w.wcfgroup.com

~

August 21, 2013

2nd requesf-9/4/13 mko.-- ----=-;

_

___,.,.__

RODNEY BENSON
7198 MONTGOMERY RO
SH•NGLETOWN CA 96088

RE:

Claim#:
Injury Date:
Employer:

---------- - ... -

---- ----------·

-----· - ---i

1992-20SSH6
6/17/1992
STATE OF UTAH

Dear Mr. Benson:

~

WCF is denying all liability on your claim. We mailed you a copy of a medical release and provider list on two
separate occasions. We never received this form signed, completed and returned to our office. Under Labor
Commission rules not accurately completing this form is cause for denial of your claim. You must provide us with
all providers you have seen in the past 10 years for every condition except those excluded by law that we provided
you. if you would like us to re-consider this decision. After we receive this completed form we will request all of
your medical records
If you choose to cooperate with the above request and if you would like to change providers to the state you are
currently living in please complete the paperwork that we mailed to you and return it to our office. We will not
approve any medical treatment until you have a medical visit with a physician and he submits the medical records
to our office for review and we make a determination on our continued liability if any.

WCF is only responsible fer medical treatment determined to be due to your industrial inJury and not your preexisting diagnosis. If you disagree with our decisions you may file for a hearing at the Labor Commission of Utah at

801.530.6800.
Sincerely,

Mindi Ormor.d
Claims Adjuster

(335) 351-8205

iJ

~
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WCFI

Workers Compens,llion Fund
10() We$! Towne Ridge P,lrkway, S.mdy, l)tah H-l070
f'00.44(>.2(>67 : \\·ww.wdgroup.com

September 19, 2013

RODNEY BENSON
7198 MONTGOMERY RD
SHINGLETON CA 96088

RE:

Claim#:
Injury Date:
Employer:

1992-20553-EG

6/17/1992
STATE OF UTAH

Dear Mr. Benson:
WCF is denying all further liability to your claim due to lack of cooperation from you.
If you disagree with our decision you may file for a hearing at the Labor Commission of Utah at
801.530.6800
Sincerely,

Mindi Ormond
Claims Adjuster
(385) 351-8205

~
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laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov <laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov>

Gi

Attachments3/4/15
to designated_age., me, emorris, alopez

Please note that our Parowan offices have closed. The Southern Utah offices are now located in
St. George. The address is 1173 South 250 West, Building 1 Suite 304, St George, UT 84770;
435-634-5580. The St. George offices are open five days/week, Monday-Friday from 8:00 am to
5:00 pm.
***Please do not reply to this message. Replies to this message are routed to an unmonitored
mailbox. If you have questions, please contact the judge's clerk directly. If you wish to submit
documents via e-mail to the Adjudication Division of the Labor Commission, they must be
submitted as a PDF document directly to: casefiling@utah.gov***
Attachments area
(letter to parties 3.4.2015 was attached, RB)
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laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov <laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov>
Attachments3/10/15
to designated_age., me, emorris, jgren

Please note that our Parowan offices have closed. The Southern Utah offices are now located in
St. George. The address is 1173 South 250 West, Building 1 Suite 304, St George, UT 84 770;
435-634-5580. The St. George offices are open five days/week, Monday-Friday from 8:00 am to
5:00 pm.
***Please do not reply to this message. Replies to this message are routed to an unmonitored
mailbox. If you have questions, please contact the judge's clerk directly. If you wish to submit
documents via e-mail to the Adjudication Division of the Labor Commission, they must be
submitted as a PDF document directly to: casefiling@utah.gov***
Attachments area
(Cont Notice 3.10.15 was attached, RB)
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laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov <laborcommission_autoemail@utah.gov>
Attachments6/22/15
to designated_age., me, emorris, jgren

Please note that our Parowan offices have closed. The Southern Utah offices are now located in
St. George. The address is 1173 South 250 West, Building 1 Suite 304, St George, UT 84 770;
435-634-5580. The St. George offices are open five days/week, Monday-Friday from 8:00 am to
5:00 pm.
***Please do not reply to this message. Replies to this message are routed to an unmonitored
mailbox. If you have questions, please contact the judge's clerk directly. If you wish to submit
documents via e-mail to the Adjudication Division of the Labor Commission, they must be
submitted as a PDF document directly to: casefiling@utah.gov***
Attachments area
(Cont Notice 6.22.15 was attached, RB)
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Department of Human Resource
Management
DEBBIE CRAGUN. M 1\0M, SPI IR
Exerwil·t: Dirt:ctor

•

S1a1c of U1ah

WENDY PETERSON. SPI IR
Depzlly Dirl'clor

e
DHRM

GARY R. HERBERT
G,,vt•n1,,r

BILL BRAN DON
f-luman {?csuurce /)irector. Emtd1Jyce l<<':wurt·L'

SPENCER .I COX
Ut•11rc11,mt Gon•,ww

1u;;nworio11 Center

•
To W ho m it Concern,

•

•

Rodney Benson is not listed as a State employee and is nowhere in our system when I look up
the Social Security Number.

If you have any other questions, or need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact
us at 801-538-3742 .
Than k you,
Leska Mackie

•
•

•
•

•
Room # 2 120. S 1a1c Onicc Bldg .. PO !fox I•l 15} I • Sall Lake C i1y. U1ah 84114-15} I
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RE: Request for Records
lnbox

x

8/5/1
5

Michelle lmperiale
<mimperia@utah.gov>

to
me

Hello Rodney,
We checked our onsite files and the archived records, but unfortunately we were unable to locate
any of your employment records from the early 199o's.
Best Regards,
:\IichellP lrnperialc
IIR Specialist. DHRM
Heber Wells/DA BC Fif•ld Office
Office: 801-5:30-69.s4
Cell: 801-889-5966
Fax: 801-5;30-6446

mimperiac{rutah.gov

This email and any accompanying documents could contain Controlled. Private or Protected inrorrnation
as ddincd and classified by GRAM A and is intended only for the use of the pcrson(s) listed above. If you
arc not the named recipient. or an agent fiJr the recipient, any disclosure. copying or distributing of this

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

email and documents herein is strictly prohibited. If you ha~e received this email unintentionally, p1ease
contact me and then destroy this and any following documents.
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Dear Deidre Marlowe & Elliot K. Morris,
I received a letter from Mr. Morris on Aug. 10. I checked my mail on the 9th as well. The letter was
dated Aug. 5. Please keep in mind that it takes a while for mail to reach me here in Junction City,
California. Also, I don't have money to buy gas often, so I don't check my mai] every day. I don't have
a printer, so I have to go to the 1ibrary to write letters.
I have done everything I could think of, to get this matter resolved asap for over a year now. It was
established that the reason WCF wanted to force a hearing was because they did not like the way I
filled out a form. It was then established that the form was outdated and altered by WCF. I was
provided a proper form from the labor commission. I was then established that I filled out the form
properly. Yet you still act as if I do not deserve workman's compensation. Would you please tell me
why?
I know my knee was wounded while I was working at the Utah Liqueur Store and that I still have not
recovered from that wound. I thought everyone knew. Then WCF comes up with a very strange offer.
They want me to see what they called an "independent doctor" (from Idaho) in Sa1t Lake. They want it
so bad that they offered to pay travel expenses including lodging and food. That's at least 1,700 miles
for me plus the traveling doctor. It would be much less expensive for WCF, and easier for me, if I saw
a doctor here in CaJifornia. Obviously, this raises the question: Why do you both avoid telling me why
you consider Dr. Knoebel to be the only independent doctor? This attitude has raised a red flag. I
wonder if Dr. Knoebel is Independent.
~

Furthermore, Mr Morris' letter of Aug. 5, 2014, misrepresents my letter to Judge Marlowe. I never
refused to see Dr. Knoebel. I only asked why. Also Judge Marlowe asked me to write her a letter if I
had an emergency-sort of reason. Judge Marlowe never asked me to provide a compelling reason. I
explained that I have several emergency-sorts of reasons. Mr. Morris claims to know weather I wish to
comply with rules I have never seen. I'd be happy to read the rules. Send me a copy if you like. I don't
know if these inaccuracies are due to Mr. Morris' incompetence or lying, but I think the bar association
should be notified. What do you think? Mr. Morris please make an extra effort to be informed and
honest when dealing with this case.

If you really think my WCF claim might not be valid, why don't you two sel up an examination with a
truly independent doctor, and a hearing that I can attend? Why wasn't this done a year ago?

Rod Benson

i)
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Labor
Commission
$11:::rn;;: ',1 H,\\',\ S!!!

•

•

Sta te of Utah

Rodney Benson
P.O. Box lBl
Junction City, CA 960 48
Re:

•

Rodney Benson vs. Department of Alco holic Beverages; Workers'
Compensation fund, Case No. 13-0852

Dea r Mr. Benson:

I have r·ecently received th e Worke1·s' Compensation Fund's (WCF) request th,it you
be compell ed to attend an exami nation vvith Dr. l<noebcl. l have revi ewed the letter that
you wrote indicating th~1t you have recently met with your docto r and inqui ring why you
shoul d ha ve to meet with

Dr. l<noehel.

Please take notice that the rules tha t apply to the adjudication of your wo rk ers'
compensation cla im allow WCF to require you to ,mend the exam ination with Dr. l(noebel,
at WCF's expense, includi ng travel, lood c1ncl lodging, in add ition to the exa m itself.

•

[f you hav e an emergency-sort of reason for not attending an exam, please write me
back within 10 davs an d cxpl,~in why i t is not possi ble for you to attend an exam.
Otherwise, I will issue c111 Order compelling you to attend the exam.
Very truly yours,

•

Deidre Mc1rlowc
Administrative Law judge
cc: Elliot I<. Mor ri s

•
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~

August 25, 2014

~

Honorable Deidre Marlowe
Administrative Law Judge
Utah Labor Commission
rd
160 E 300 S, 3 Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
RE:

~

Case No. 13-0852, Rodney Benson vs. Dept. of Alcoholic Bev. and/or W CF

Dear Judge Marlowe:
I am writing to respond to the letter Mr. Benson sent to you on August 19, 2014. My hope is that
when Mr. Benson receives his copy of this letter, he will read it and that it will answer some his
questions.
Some of the grievances expressed in Mr. Benson's most recent letter are not germane to the process
of adjudicating this case. I will not attempt to address or respond to those. The relevant issues raised
in the letter concern WCF's right to have Mr. Benson examined by a physician of our choice and our
selection of Dr. Knoebel as that examiner.
Utah Administrative Code R602-2-1{F)(3) states, "Upon reasonable notice, the respondent may require
the petitioner to submit to a medical examination by a physician of the respondent's choice." This rule
establishes WCF's right to have Mr. Benson examined by Dr. Knoebel.
I will now explain why we wish to use Dr. Knoebel for this evaluation as opposed to a physician in
California. Dr. Knoebel's curriculum vitae can be viewed at www.richardknoebelmd.com/CurriculumVitae . As will be seen, tie is licensed in California, Idaho, Utah and Washington. He is an orthopedic
surgeon whose specialty, for many years, has been in the treatment and evaluation of knee injuries.
But more importantly, what sets him apart from other physicians licensed in California is that because
he is also licensed in Utah and regularly performs evaluations here, he is well acquainted with Utah's
workers compensation system, its legal requirements for eligibility and its impairment rating guides.
This distinction gives us the assurance that we will get an evaluation from Dr. Knoebel that thoroughly
addresses the issues in Mr. Benson's case, which are governed by Utah law and procedure. We are not
aware of any orthopedic medical evaluators in California who have similar expertise in Utah's workers
compensation laws and rules.
Mr. Benson wonders whether or not Dr. Knoebel is "independent." That same concern, however,
would exist with any physician WCF were to ask him to see since we would be paying for the
evaluation. And, the Labor Commission is well aware of that fact. Because of this, the Utah Workers
Compensation Act provides a medical panel based system that allows the Commission to obtain
opinions from physicians who are neither treating the injured worker or being paid to evaluate him by
the insurance company. But, before that can happen, an injured worker must first cooperate in the
adjudication process. This includes submitting to the insurance company's designated examination.
I hope this information is helpful to Mr. Benson. We remain willing to schedule and facilitate Mr.
Benson's attendance at an appointment with Dr. Knoebel. If he will contact rny legal assistant, Joyce
Mattes at 385-351-8051 we can begin the process of making those arrangements.
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Jun 25 (2 days
ago)

Sara
Danielson

to
me

Mediation proceedings are not recorded, as they are informal proceedings.
documents related to mediation you are referring to.

I am not sure what

Labor Commission Case No. 13-0852 was a formal proceedings before an Administrative Law
Judge and anything dealing with the mediation would not have been part of that record.

On Mon, Jun 25, 2018 at 1:29 PM, Rod Benson <rodwcf@gmail.com> wrote:
May I please have copy of the mediation transcript and all other documents related to
mediation of my case? (Labor Commission Case No. 13-0852) I can't find anything regarding
mediation in the record. Can you add mediation records to the record?

Sara Danielson
Utah Labor Commission
801-530-6953
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Mediation File Information
lnbox

~

x

wcmediation
LC

Jun 25 (2
days ago)

Mr. Benson, I understand that you've already had some
conversations/emails wi ...

6 older messages

Rod
Benson

3:57 PM (19 hours
There must be a lot of stuff. Will somebody be working on

ago)

it tomorrow?

7:29 AM (3 hours
ago)

Sara
Danielson
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to
me

Mr. Benson,
Attached are the notes that Ms. Long found relating to your Mediation in 2015. As I believe she
told you, the physical file would have been held for 1 year and then destroyed.

On Tue, Jun 26, 2018 at 3:41 PM, Rod Benson <rodwcf@gmail.com> wrote:
Would you please ask her again? She said she has tomorrow off.
On Tue, Jun 26, 2018 at 1:46 PM, Sara Danielson <sdanielson@utah.gov> wrote:
Yes I have, she has not respond as yet.
On Tue, Jun 26, 2018 at 2:36 PM, Rod Benson <rodwcf@gmail.com> wrote:
Did you contact Ms. Long?
On Tue, Jun 26, 2018 at 12:23 PM, Sara Danielson <sdanielson@utah.gov> wrote:
Ms. Long forwarded you request to me, as the Person who processes record requests for the
Labor Commission. As I explained in my previous email to you.
Mediation is an informal process and they are not recorded. Because what is discussed in
mediation has no bearing on further proceedings, the mediation file is not needed after one
year. I will contact Ms. Long and provide you with whatever documents she has that can be
released.
As I also stated in my previous email to you, nothing that happens during a mediation is
made part of the formal record.

On Tue, Jun 26, 2018 at 1:12 PM, Rod Benson <rodwcf@gmail.com> wrote:
I talked to Jeanne Long phone call 6/25/18 She said "documents are thrown away after 1
year". She had some notes about mediation Feb. 2015. She said she would look to see
what they have and email it to me today. I got the forwarded email instead. So ... can I have
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the notes? What else was found? What was looked for? Why didn't Jeanne Long email me
what she had? Is it true that documents are thrown away after a year?
On Mon, Jun 25, 2018 at 3:22 PM, wcmediation LC <wcmediation@utah.gov> wrote:
Mr. Benson,
I understand that you've already had some conversations/emails with Sara Danielson, who
is the person over GRAMA requests.
As such, I will refer you to her for any further information on the mediation files.
Thank you for your time, have a great afternoon.

PLEASE NOTE: We have created a new email address for all Industrial Accidents
mediation scheduling messages:
wcmediation@utah.gov

Jeanne Long, mediation scheduler

Labor Commission of Utah
wcmediation@utah.gov

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Information contained in this email message is intended only
for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) named above. This message is
privileged and confidential.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this
document in error ant that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
message is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email,
and delete the original message.
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Sara Danielson
Utah Labor Commission
801-530-6953

Sara Danielson
Utah Labor Commission
801-530-6953

Sara Danielson
Utah Labor Commission
801-530-6953
Attachments area
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What is Workers' Compensation?

@ 1. What is workers' compensation?

a

Workers' compensation is a no-fault insurance system
established by the Utah Legislature in 1917. It pays
medical expenses and helps offset lost wages for
employees with work-related injuries or illnesses.

Your employer does, by purchasing workers'
compensation insurance or obtaining permission from the
Industrial Accidents Division to "self-insure."

@ 3. Who pays for workers' compensation coverage?

a

@ 6. How long do I have to work at a job before I am

a

e

Your employer. The cost cannot be deducted from your wages.

compensation coverage?

Almost all employers must have workers' compensation
coverage. There are limited exceptions for real estate
and insurance sales, certain small agricultural operations,
household domestic work and occasional "casual"
employment.

@ 5. How do I find out who the workers' compensation

e
■

insurance carrier is for my employer?

Your employer is required to post its workers'
compensation insurance carrier's address and phone
number at its employment site, or indicate that it is
self-insured. You can also obtain this information by
(licking here then clicking on the "Compcheck" link or
by calling the Industrial Accidents Division.

protected by the workers' compensation system?

Protection begins as soon as you start work. You are
entitled to workers' compensation benefits for work
injuries and illnesses even if you have been on the job only
a short time, or only work part-time.

@ 7. Can my claim be denied because I was at fault

@4. Are all employers required to have workers'

e

vi . l a b o r c o m m I s s I o n . u t a h . CJ o v

Eligibility for
Workers' Compensation Insurance

@ 2. Who provides workers' compensation coverage?

a

·11

for the injury?

No. Workers' compensation is a no-fault system. However,
workers' compensation does not cover intentional selfinflicted injuries. Disability compensation (but not medical
benefits) may be denied for injuries from alcohol or drug
abuse. Also, disability compensation can be reduced by
15% for willful failure to use safety devices or follow
safety rules.
Note: Disability compensation can also be increased by 15%
if an injury results from an employer's willful failure to follow
safety rules.

@ 8. Am I entitled to workers' compensation benefits if

e

I am a volunteer?

If you are a volunteer for a non-government entity, then
you are not considered an employee and are not entitled
to workers' compensation benefits; unless the nongovernment entity chooses to provide coverage for you.
If you are a volunteer for a government entity, you are
entitled to workers' compensation medical benefits; and
in some cases, disability benefits.
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Reporting a Work Injury or Illness

Workers' Compensation Benefits

@ 9. What should I do if I'm injured at work or develop

@ 13. What benefits does the workers' compensation

a work-related illness?

8

Report the injury or illness to your employer immediately.
If you fail to report an injury or illness within 180 days,
you may be disqualified from receiving workers'
compensation benefits.

@ 10. How do I report my injury or illness?

a

You can use any method to report your injury or illness
to your employer. It is a good idea to make sure your
report is documented.

@ 11. What happens after I report my injury
or illness?

fJJ

Your employer has 7 days to report the claim to its
insurance carrier and the insurance carrier has 14 days
to report the "First Report of Injury" to the Industrial
Accidents Division. Your employer or its insurance carrier
must give you a copy of the report.

@ 12. Is my doctor required to report my injury

a

or illness?

Your doctor is required to complete a "Physician's Initial
Report of Injury or Illness" (Form 123) and submit the
report to the Industrial Accidents Division within 7 days of
your first visit. Be sure and explain to your physician HOW,
WHEN and WHERE the injury or illness occurred. The
injured worker can request a copy of the Form 123 from
the medical provider.

a

system provide?

Depending on your specific circumstances,
workers' compensation can pay one or more of the
following benefits.
Medical Care is the reasonable expense of medical
care necessary to treat your work injury or illness. This
includes visits to your doctor, hospital bills, medicine and
prosthetic devices. It also includes reimbursement for
the cost of travel to receive medical treatment. Except as
explained in answer to Question 28, you are not liable for
any cost of this medical care.
Temporary Total Disability Compensation is paid for the
time a doctor determines you are unable to do any
work because of a work injury or illness. However, no
compensation is paid for the first 3 days after an injury or
illness unless the disability prevents you from working for
more than a total of 14 days. In that case, you will be paid
for the first 3 days of disability. This type of compensation
ends when you return to work or reach medical stability.
Temporary Partial Disability Compensation is paid if
your work injury or illness prevents you from earning your
full regular wage while you are recovering. For example, if
you work fewer hours or work at a light-duty job that pays
less than your regular job, you are entitled to temporary
partial disability compensation in addition to your wages.
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Permanent Partial Disability Compensation is paid if
your work injury or illness leaves you with a permanent
impairment. This compensation begins when your doctor
determines that you have reached medical stability; the
duration of this compensation is determined according to
an "impairment rating" provided by your physician.
Permanent Total Disability Compensation is paid if your
work-related injury or illness leaves you with a permanent
disability that prevents you from returning to your former
work or performing any other work that is reasonably
available to you.
Note: If you are totally disabled, you may also be eligible for Social
Security disability benefits.

Benefits in case of death. If an employee dies from a
work injury or illness, workers' compensation will pay
up to $9,000 for funeral and burial expenses. Also, the
deceased worker's spouse, dependent children, and other
dependents may be entitled to monthly payments.

@ 14. What if I disagree with an impairment rating?
(l Ask the doctor to explain it to you. If you disagree, you
can seek a second opinion. However, the insurance
carrier is not obligated to authorize, pay for, or accept a
second opinion.

@ 15. Can a chiropractor give me an impairment rating?

a

Yes. Chiropractors can give impairment ratings on injuries
within the scope of their medical expertise.

@ 16. When do workers' compensation benefits begin?

a

An insurance carrier or self-insured employer has 21 days
after learning of your work injury or illness to either: 1)
begin payment; 2) deny your claim; or 3} notify you that
further investigation is required. If further investigation is
necessary, the insurance carrier or self-insured employer
has an additional 24 days to accept or deny your claim. If
your claim is accepted, checks for disability compensation
are usually issued every two weeks.

@ 17. How much will I receive while I am unable to work?

e

Temporary total disability is computed at two-thirds of
your pre-injury weekly wage, plus $5 for your spouse and
$5 each for up to four dependent children. The maximum
amount of your temporary total disability compensation
cannot exceed the Utah average weekly wage issued by
Utah Department of Workforce Services.
Other types of workers' compensation disability
payments are computed somewhat differently. For
more information regarding the maximum and minimum
disability compensation rates, contact your workers'
compensation carrier or visit the Benefits Guides section
of the Division of Industrial Accident's website by
Clicking here and Clicking here.

@ 18. What if I work two jobs, and a workplace injury or
illness from one job also prevents me from working at
my second job?

(.fJ Wages lost from the second job may be included in
computing the amount of your disability compensation.

II
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@ 19. How long will I receive disability compensation?

a

You will receive temporary total disability compensation
until you can return to your regular work, your employer
offers you suitable light-duty work, or you reach medical
stability. The maximum duration for temporary total
disability compensation is 312 weeks within a 12 year
period of time from the date of injury.
Note: If you have a permanent impairment after your temporary
total disability compensation ends, you may be entitled to an
additional award of permanent disability compensation.

@ 20. Am I compensated for time and travel for

a

medical treatment?

You may be paid temporary total disability benefits for
time away from work for necessary medical care. You may
be entitled to reimbursement for the expense of your
travel to receive medical treatment.

@ 21. Do my health care benefits continue at work

a

while I'm unable to work and receiving workers'
compensation benefits?

The Workers' Compensation Act does not require
employers to continue paying for health insurance while
you are off work. However, you should talk to your
employer about the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
to see if it applies to you.
Note: FMLA is a federal law requiring some employers to
provide up to 12 weeks of unpaid job protected leave to eligible
employees for certain family medical reasons. You may be eligible
if you worked For a covered employer at least 1,250 hours over
the previous 12 months. Click here

m

@ 22. How long am I entitled to medical care for my work

a

injury or illness?

There is no time limit to your right to receive
medical care necessary to treat your work injury or
illness. However, the provider is required to submit a bill
for services to your workers' compensation insurance
company within one year from the date of the treatment.

Can Benefits be Reduced?

@ 23. Can anything be deducted from my workers'

a

compensation check?

Workers' compensation disability payments are not
taxable and cannot be garnished to pay debts except for
child support.

@ 24. Can my disability compensation be reduced

a

or terminated?

Not without permission from the Labor Commission.
Permission can be granted in the following circumstances:
Temporary Disability Compensation: The Commission
may authorize reduction or termination of temporary
disability compensation if you are terminated from
suitable light-duty work for: 1) criminal conduct;
2) violent conduct; 3) violation of workplace health, safety,
licensure, or nondiscrimination rules; or 4) failing a drug or
alcohol test.
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Permanent Total Disability Compensation: The
Commission may terminate a preliminary award of
permanent total disability compensation if you are
unable to work solely due to 1) incarceration; or 2) legal
ineligibility to work. The Commission may terminate a
final award of permanent total disability compensation if
you are no longer totally disabled.

Medical Provider

@ 28. Can my employer or its insurance carrier require me

e

Note: Even if your disability compensation is terminated, you are
still entitled to medical benefits.

Returning to Work

([/J You can return to work when you are able to do so. You
@ 26. Can I refuse an offer of light-duty work from

a

@ 29. Can I change medical providers?

([/J You can change medical providers one time. You must
notify your workers' compensation insurance carrier of
the change. After the one time change has been exercised
by the injured worker, any subsequent change of provider
would need to be approved by the payor. A referral from
one medical provider to another is not considered a
change of medical providers.

my employer?

Not without a good reason. If your employer offers
suitable light-duty work, you are required to accept
the work or risk losing your temporary disability
compensation.

@ 27. What if my doctor says I can perform light-duty
work and my employer does not have light-duty work
available?

(fJ If your employer does not offer light-duty work, you are

Only for the first visit. Specifically, if your employer or
insurance company has notified you of a "preferred
provider organization" (PPO), you must go there for your
first medical treatment; if you do not, you may be liable
for part of the initial treatment cost. But after your first
visit to the PPO, you can obtain treatment from the
medical provider of your choice.
If you have not been notified of a PPO, you can obtain
your initial medical treatment from the provider of
your choice. Remember to choose a medical provider that
accepts workers' compensation cases.

@ 25. When can I go back to work?
should consult with your physician and obtain a light-duty
or full-duty work release.

to go to a specific doctor or hospital for treatment?

@ 30. Can I choose a chiropractor as my medical provider?

e

Yes, but chiropractic treatment after the initial 8 visits
must be pre-authorized by the insurance carrier.

entitled to continue receiving temporary total disability
compensation benefits until a doctor finds you are at
medical stability or you exhaust your 312 week entitlement.

m
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Medical Records

Re-employment I Rehabilitation

@ 31. Am I required to release my medical records to my

@ 33. Can my employer discharge me if I can't return to

a

employer or insurance company?
Because medical records are necessary to evaluate and
administer workers' compensation claims, workers'
compensation insurance carriers and claims administrators
of self-insured employers are generally entitled to 10 years
of past medical records. Your employer is not entitled to
these records.

work due to a job injury or illness?

a

The Utah Workers' Compensation Act does not prohibit
an employer from discharging an injured worker if the
worker can no longer perform his or her job. However:
►

More restrictive rules apply to records from psychiatrists,
psychologists, obstetricians, or related to reproductive
organs. You are required to release these types of
records only if you are claiming workers' compensation
benefits for these conditions or have signed a release for
those records.

► Termination of an injured worker who is capable of

performing the essential functions of his or her work
may violate the Utah Antidiscrimination Act and the
Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Moving out of State

@ 32. Am I entitled to benefits if I move out of state?

a

Yes, but you must submit both: 1) an "Employee's
Notification of Intent to Leave State" (Form 044}; and
2) an "Attending Physician's Statement" (Form 043) that
has been completed by your Utah physician. Both Form
044 and Form 043 need to be submitted together. These
forms are available at "Y~w.la~_Q_!"comn:ij~sion_.!,J__tah.g_C>~'!'·
Note: Even if you move to another state, the amount that will
be paid for medical care of your work injury or illness will still be
subject to the Utah Labor Commission's medical fee rules. This
means the insurance carrier may not pay for higher costs from a
provider not located in Utah.

m

Your employer cannot retaliate against you for filing
a workers' compensation claim. In Touchard v. La-ZBoy, Inc., 148 P.3d 945 (Utah 2006), the Utah Supreme
Court held that an employee who has been fired or
constructively discharged in retaliation for claiming
workers' compensation benefits can sue the employer
for wrongful discharge.

Note: For more information about these Acts, contact the
Labor Commission's Antidiscrimination Division, (801) 530- 6801
or toll free (800) 222-1238.

@ 34. What happens when my doctor releases me to work

a

but I can't do the job I was doing when I was injured?
If your doctor has determined that you have a permanent
impairment from your work injury or illness, you are
entitled to permanent partial or permanent total disability
compensation. Also, you should check with your employer
to see if there is a different job you can do that is within
your capabilities.
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@ 35. If my employer does offer me a different position
within my capabilities, am I entitled to the same wage
I was earning before I was injured or ill?

f/!:J

No. Your employer may pay you at the new position's

Resolving Disputes

@ 38. What do

a

wage rate. You may be eligible for an award of temporary
partial disability compensation to help offset the
difference between your old and new wage rates.

@ 36. Is my employer required to provide a new job

e

or retrain me?
No, but you may be eligible for rehabilitation services

through the Utah State Office of Rehabilitation.
The Utah State Office of Rehabilitation phone number is
1-800-4 73-7 530.

@ 37. Can

a

I receive unemployment benefits while on

workers' compensation?

You are not eligible for unemployment benefits while
receiving temporary total disability compensation or
permanent total disability compensation. You may be
eligible for unemployment benefits while receiving
permanent partial disability compensation if you are able
and available for full-time work and can reasonably expect
to obtain work despite your disability. Once you have
reached medical stability from your work injury or illness
and are released to go back to work, you have 90 days to
apply for unemployment benefits.
Questions about unemployment insurance benefits

should be directed to the Department of Workforce
Services at (801) 526-4400 or toll free {888) 848-0688.

Ill

I do if my claim is denied?

First, talk with your workers' compensation claims
adjuster to find out why the claim has been denied. You
may be able to provide additional information and resolve
the problem. If the insurance carrier continues to deny
your claim, you can ask the Industrial Accidents Division
for assistance. But if these efforts do not resolve the
dispute and you still believe you are entitled to workers'
compensation benefits, you can file an Application
for Hearing with the Labor Commission's Adjudication
Division. A mediation may be held in an attempt to
settle the claim. If the claim cannot be settled through
mediation, an Administrative Law Judge will then hold a
hearing and issue a decision on your claim.

@ 39. Do I need an attorney?

a

You are not required to hire an attorney, although you may
decide to do so. The Industrial Accidents Division has staff
available to explain your rights under the Utah Workers'
Compensation Act. In deciding whether you want to hire
an attorney, you should review the publication "Employees'
Guide to Appealing a Workers' Compensation Claim Denial",
available on-line Qi~_k her~.

@ 40. If

8

I do hire an attorney, how is my attorney paid?

If you hire an attorney to represent you with your workers'
compensation claim, you will enter into an agreement with your
attorney for fees.
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@ 41. If the workers' compensation carrier denies my

a

claim, can I have my health insurance company pay for
my medical treatment?
Yes. You may file an application for hearing and on the
application, you can fill out the Coordination of Benefits
section providing your private health insurance information.
The Adjudication Division would then send a notice to your
private health insurance letting them know of their duty to
pay. The medical claims would be paid at the same extent
it would be if your accident or injury weren't related to
work. In other words, if your private health insurance policy
doesn't normally cover certain procedures or expenses, it's
not obligated to cover those expenses just because you
claim that accident or injury is related to work. You will also
be responsible for any co-pays or deductibles you would
otherwise be obligated to pay.

Lump Sum Settlements

@ 43. Can my disability compensation be paid to me all at

a
e

@ 42. What is a "Permanent Partial Disability Statement

m

of Compensation" (Form 219)?

A statement of compensation is used to record the
injured worker and insurance carrier's understanding of
the amount of temporary disability compensation and
permanent partial disability compensation that is due for
a work injury or illness.

Only with prior approval from the Labor Commission. The
"Application for Lump Sum or Advanced Payment" (Form
134) can be obtained at v.1vt_~.laborcomn1Ls_sion.~tah.gov.
If a lump sum payment is approved, the amount will be
reduced to its discounted present value.

@44. Am

Compensation Awards

e

once in a "lump sum?"

I allowed to compromise or settle my workers'
compensation claim?

Only with prior approval from the Labor Commission. If
a compromise or settlement is approved, it is final - you
will not be able to claim additional benefits at a later
time. Proposed compromises and settlements must
be submitted in advance to the Labor Commission's
Adjudication Division for review. Some orders do allow
additional medical and wages to be paid. For difference
between Permanent Partial Disability Statement of
Compensation vs Full and Final Settlements Click h_ere.

Workers' Compensation Fraud

@ 45. Is it against the law to claim workers' compensation

a

benefits that I know I'm not entitled to?

Under Utah law, a fraudulent workers' compensation
claim for compensation or medical benefits is a crime and
any employee found guilty of fraudulently receiving these
benefits is subject to fines and incarceration.
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Conclusion
This guide is intended to provide general information regarding
injuries on the job. If you have any additional questions or
problems w ith your workers' compensation claim, ask your
employe r or its workers' compensation insurance carrier, or
contact us at:

Utah Labor Commission
(801) 530-6800

Industrial Accidents Division
Toll Free In State
Email

(800) 222-1238
IACCD@utah.gov

Additional copies of the "Employee's Guide to Workers' Compensation" may
be obtained by phone or on the Internet at: www.laborcomm ission.utah.gov

•
•
Salt La ke City Office

Heber Wells Office Building, 160 East 300 South, 3rd Floor
PO Box 146600 I Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6600

•

St George Office I Adjudications

Blackridge Terrace Office Building 1, Suite 304
1173 South 250 West. St George Utah 84770
Price Office I Coal Mine Safe ty an d Certifications

Utah State University Eastern, Western Instructional Building
451 East 400 North, Rooms 135 and 137, Pri ce, Utah 84501

•

(801} 530 -6800 I Toll free instate: (800) 530-5090
www.laborcommission.utah.gov

m

•
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FY 2(.)15 annual rcp0n .md h' tlunk the ("1,·crnor and the Ct.1h
Lcgtslaturc lor your support nl ciur d iort:' lO scnc the pc,,pl.: of Li1..1h
lnjuly21ll5. ltah ranked l1r~t 111 the nation lorwtaljoh !.!:r,,\\th at 4.'5
pcn.:cnt. The Sutc· of Utah has strongly rclwundccl from the econ,1m1L
n:ce55illn. Thts needed .md ,·itJI cc,,nllm1c success also bnn)!s .1bout
thallcnges frnm a rcguLllNY .1,pcu 1n mce1111g 111crc,1-cd dem.rnd lor
sc·n·iccs wnh l11rn1cd rc,N1rcc~ To meet the".: needs. the C,,mmtsst('ll
t,,ntmucs w fncu;: 011 1mplcmcn11ng the SLCCESS fr.1rnc11ork Jcross
nur c1 rg.1111zm111n and using these tool, to ma.,imizc dlicicncy witl10ut
sJcrificing qualny Our g,1 ,11 ren1.1ins pr,1ndmg the bc 0 t 5cn 1cc t,, the·
pe,>plc e'f the :::,tatc ,,f l"tah
UTceti1·e coll.1h,1 rati01111-Hh stakeholckrs 1, key w impkrnent111g our
n.:gulate,ry responsibilities. The health and vH.1lity ,,f Utah·s lab,,r
m.irkct rdtc~ t1n thc balance provided by the Lah,1r Commi,s1,111. \\'1th
y,,ur supp,1n. ,1·L arc confident 1h.1t "cart read) to mtct 11 hattYer
clrnllcngLs It.: ahc.1tl.
,\s always, the Labor Commi,swn rem.tin~ cum mined tot he
highest pnnc1pks L'f ethic, .md pr0lcsslllnal ,CJ'\'!(<: w the· pc,1plc c'i
the :::,wtc L'f Lt.th.

S111ccrcly.

Q "'"""' }f:::r·'-'c·,m,11issionc,
\t,011 530-MH~
,h,ty.lsht@u1ah.go,·
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Major Labor Commission Accomplishments
SUCCESS MEASURES
In January 2L)] 3. Gm-.::rnN G.tr) Herbert set out a vish.>n fN the pcrfurmam:c of :itatc
,1g.:nc1es. Led hy thL G0vcrnnr·, ( 1fficc of \l.111agcment Jnd Budget (GO\IB). the State ,,f
Ut.th has devcJ,,pcd the SUCCLSS frJme11ork. 11h1eh pnwide, a structure ,ll\d the tn,,ls
for cxccutil'e agencies lo improve gol'ernmcn1 C\perati,,n, and services hy 2'>% using a
combi1u11on of qu.ilny. c,,,t and thrnughput.
The Labor Comm1ssi,m currently has impkmcnted the 5L-CCl::55 fr,1mc1vork 111 6 .H"cas
wit h1n our agency: :\J.1udidtion, Employment Discnnun.uwn. Wagc Claims, Boiler
ln~pc..:11c1ns, Ekv.1tor lnspecu,,ns, and \V,,rkcrs Compcn>ettion Polic) C,•mph.rncc.
1r,1m these six sy,tcms, the Comm1ss10n has sh,,wn .l 54':,, irnprme1m:nt 111 performan..:c
,,1·..:r the p.1st 18 mumhs. This,~ acc0mpli$hc·d b1 seuing 111ca~ur.1bk g,,.tls .md tar,:cts.
applying toob and prmcipks mod.:lcd upcin the The,,ncs of C(1nstr.Hms. cre,11111g :i strategy.
applying the strategy. cng,1ging st,1ff at all k1·cb, S)'m:hroni~ing policy .md pr,1.1.::us and.
hnallv. staymg focu,ed.
l hc,e .ir.:: a k11 ung1ble cxamplc:s ,,r h,,w 1hc I.ab,,r Commi,~1,,11 acc,,mplbhc:d ..111 ,,1·er,1II
i-1'),, cffirn;ncy
►

►

Indus tried P..ccidents/l'olicy Unit: By impkmcn11ng 1hc SUCCES:'- fr.:uncwnrk.
the Polic:r L-nn 11as able 1,111KrcJsc the number L,f cmpl,,ycrs th:11 gJincd worker
compu1s.111on c,,mplianc:c hy 19•:,, anJ 1111·es1ig.11i,ms of 11,111-compli.1111 cmpl,,ycrs
111cr,,1scd hr TH, rn lll\'e-,11g,1wr. I.lf1cicncics in the 1111Tst1gat11T p,,,cess Llll tlk·
,l\'C!',1g..: 11wcstig.1tion pcnod from app1w..:imatcly 72 d,1ys w 5ll day,.
,\djudication Division: Changes 111 the heanng calcncbr resulted in a slight 111cre.1sc
the .wc:ragc number ,1r hearings c,,nductcd (f rnm 20 per mc1rn h 10 21.6). The
real 11nprol'cmcrn came 111 the ttmelincs, nf dc,1s1ons. l'n, 1r to the ch,1nge. 11-l'K, of
all final dc,iswns wen· is,u.:d wnhin btl days. :-:011, that pcrcelllafl' has incrc,1s..:d
to 94,;,,_ Llthcr proc..:,, 1mpr0wmcnts such r~-cks1gncd template,. ;.1.111dardi;:111g
medical records exhibits. c,111Juc1m~ traimngs. h11111g new medical p,ll\el chairs, anJ
croting modd mcJ1,.d p,111c·I ques11,,ns, etc. hc11c helped the Di1 bIOn .1ch1c\'c .1 5l1.7·}.'.
1rnp1\>\'c111..:nt 111 01·crnll dlic1cnq in JllSl under 2 years.
111

- - --

- - -- -- - - -- --

NEW SOUTHERN UTAH OFFICE
Effccm·o: Sept 2, 20H th..: Southern L tah :\djuch-:auon office rrnwed from Paru11an tu St.
George, with .1ssisuncc from a kgi~lat11-..: ..1pprc1pnat1c>n The ne11· <>fficc spaec:- houses .1 cc1urt
rnom. one Judge .1nd ,mi: clerk. In 2015. the Sc,uth,·rn Cub uflicc ,>pencd -+O, new cas.:s.
c,,nductcd 22 formal he.1rings and issued 139 tinal dcus1ons. .\ UOSH Cc1nsulta111 has also
been rcloutcd w 1h1s offiLc 1,1 hcucr serve the St. l;e,,rgc .1rca.

UTAH SUPREME COURT DECISION REGARDING PAYMENT OF WAGES
On j.mu,ny 30. 201 '>, the Uuh Supreme· C,un issued a decish,n that di rectly imp.1cts
th~ scope of the Wage Claim L·nn·s rnf,,rccment of the L tah Pel} mcnt of \.V~ges \ct. ln
the dcc1~1,,n Heaps 1·. :-:lmche. LLC (2015 liT 261, the Supreme Ct1urt f,1cccl the b;ue of
whether the Payment ,,I \\'ages :\ct imp()ses pcrsonJI lubiht) on the rnan;:igers ,ii .111 LLC. In
interpreting the dd1111tion of""ernplu)cr" 1n the Pay mcnt of Wages :\ct, the Court kll1ked to
the statutc·s plain L1nguagc. The Court rcasc1ned that the l.inguagc. ··employing .my pcrson
in this sutc. modi tie~ the terms tlut preecck it. thu~ resulting 111 a narrow d.:lini11on of
··employer" The Court 111d1-:atcd that agents Jnd olliu:rs .ire. by ddinn ,,,n. nN emplo)'crs
unless they d1rt:ctly employ individuals. Appl) mg this reasoning 1,, th.: facts. the C.oun
LL>ncludcd th.11 because the m.rnagers <'f the LLC did not pers,1 n.1lly employ l he 111di11dua\s
who filed the wrnpl.11111. 1hc managers c,mld n,1 t he ht:ld personally li.1bk [()I' .my unp::iid
wages under th.:: Paymcm ,,r \\'ages :kt. :\s a result ,,f the dcc1s1on. the: v.::igc ch11rn unit
dismissed 111d1l'idual agems Jnd officers from all pend mg w.1ge cb1m cases.
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MEDICAL PANELS
The :\J,1udkation D1\'1~111n c0ntinuc< to make improwmcnt:=: lll ll~ medical p.md prc,ccss
by rccru1u11g S nC\I medical panel d1atrs. brmgmg the wul tn 16 takmcd and dedic..ut:cl
douors w11h a wiJc array ,:,f ex peruse. The Division h.1s also worked closely \\'11 h
stakeholders 10 ere.He ,m cxtenst\'C hst d model quesuc>ns lt>r Judges to use when rcfcrnng
cascs 1,, medical panel,. The qucs1i,1ns arc Jcsig1wd to dicn lad-b.1scd ,mswer, ir<>m th.:
mdical p.111cls, rather tlun their opm1ons .1nd conclusion,.

TECHNOLOGY
The C<,mm1<sion i< c,,nunuing 1,, gi\·c high pn,,my Ln compu1..:r prc~ects that rc,ult in mlll',
accur.n..: infL'rmat1on: improve resrnnsc time~. ,md ,ilk1 \\' cnizcns 10 file and .:h.:tk the: staLU,
of c;1sc,li.:01nplaims. Sllme 0f the proj..:cts I h.11 h.1\·c· rrnch.:cl 1mpNtanL milc~i<'nt:s during
fi,c.tl 2L11 5 include·

CRl1\t1INAL PROSECUTION FOR NON-PAYMENT OF WAGES
f'lurmg 201 'i ..1 m;~JN .:.nm111;1I pmsccuti,>n was ,ucu:ssfull\' .:ompkted agamst Jn employer
wlw 1111cmi,ll1,1lli Jid not pay \\',1gcs clue: to his employee~. :\pproxim.udy 7L1 forma
employees ,,I ~alt Lak.: V,11lc) Pwtcdi\'e J\g..:ncy each fiktl \\',1gc d.11111, \\'llh the L1lwr
Cummission. The Commi,,1pn invcsug;Hcd ..:.1ch cif these claims. and ,uh,equcntl), the:
,\ttornc~· General's Office fiktl crimin:il charge, Jg.1inst \lich:id Vigil. th..: former owner
nf th..: c,,mp.m)· \tr. \'1gd pbl guilty 111 dbtnd mun 10 crnrnnal ch.irgcs and agreed t,)
p.1} b.1ck w.1gc, 1,, his former i:mpl,,yci:,. Th.: tol.11 .1moum ,,I unpaid wages 10 be paid h)
\ 11-. Vigil ..:'<n:c·tls SI 0L1.0L10. Thi~ was the culmin.ll inn of an cx1ens1\ c, coll:ibc,ratm: crfnn
hct ween the l.ahor Comn11ssiun and th, Atwrncy Gc:ni:ral's Office.

FAIR HOUSING
·1 h..: F.1ir 1-lousrng Snap Shot Resc:m:h PrnJcct 1s a partnership between L1.1h State Urn\'crsity
(ollcgc of S,>c1al \Vork, and the Utah Labor Commissic>n. 1'.1ir I lous1ng Linn of the Uuh
AIll 1cl1scn 111111.111011 Dinsion I LA LD). C<>llcge of So.:JJ! \\\ >rk ~1 udcnt rcsca rch.:rs surl'cycd
o,er l.L101) Ltah residents, wnh paruc1pa111~ 111 22 counllc~ statewick. Till' ,utewidc prnjcLl
1ncludccl ~urwys of grn~r~I populauon and hum,111 scn·1ct· proft:ss1011.1ls ..lilt! assessed their
lrn,)wlcclgt· ,)f Lm h,,usmg law, their ,lllitudc :,h,,ut spccll1c aspects oi fair housing tn:nds.
anti 111cluckd ,krnl'gr..1ph1c 1111<,rrnmion. Survi:y rc,ults sh,,,,. th.ll 59 :._. nl Utahns ha\'C an
un,lersumhng ol F.iir 1-1,iusmg. :\'inc pcrccnt ,,f tho;,c 1111..:n 11.:wcd h.:licv..: .1 landlord has the
nght w rd use an applicant hasi:d ,m rcligi,,n, aml 3% bchi?\T a bndl,,rd has thc nght t,> ch.irgc
a h1ghi:r rent ti th.: tenant d,,,s not speak Enghsh. :\dd1u,mally. 5'i'~, of •un'C} participant~ fed
thm housmg d1scn111in.ll ion ,,.:curs ks~ Ill L'tah c,,mp.u~d w <'lhcr <1.11'". This pr01cc1 ts I he
hrsl 01 ns kmd 111 Ctab or an1 state 111 this region.

(,

►

The ln<lnstn.11 ,\cc1dcnts Dt\ b11>ns [knn,mc [\n.i lmaclrnngl' \[DI Cl,um,) proJCCl th.It
,tllows th.: lndu,tn.11 Acc1eknts 01\·1swn w accept ,-.nrkcr~ .:,,11111cnsa11,,n eb.:tn1 m,,1lh
Undcrlring. cod.: was 1111grJll:d ,,ntll a mur..: "111dustr) standard .. pl.ulNm . This s1abtl1zc:d
the tk>wnh1cl 11rnccss fr0m rn<urance .::0111p.111ies :ind significantly reduced the failur~
rat..: for cbim, prl'ccssing. Th..: pr,,grammcr< :ire 111)\\ w,,rk111g c,n ;i <ec,,nd ph.1sc 1h.11
w1ll f,,cus ,111 111pu1/ou1prn pcrJ;,rm,mce, Luge hie process111g and the ahdn) w accuratd)
"n:-,,cknowkd;;c" cl,iims that had prcv1,,usly r9cctccl. The ,wcrnll objcctt\'C h to m,,d1fv
.1nd enhance the LDI Claims processing ,o it will accept and accur.11.:ly procc,s second
rcpon of injur1 claims.

►

The :\nuchscn111111auc'n .111J Lab,,r Di\'IS1,,n's Ca~c \1anagcment systems were n111 diiicd
1,, 111corporatc tw,, add it K>nal pw1cctccl cla,s,'S (,cxual m 1,11tc.11ic111 ,.md ~,-11cl,·1 1(/rnmy) and
,,thcr changes due to the pass,,gc of S13 29t\ An1icliscrim111.11inn and Rclig1"u, Freedom
:\111..:mlments br the Ctah lcgi,laum:.

►

·1 he Comm1s,11,n 1s 111 the planning pl1J<c pf ;1 multi-yc.11 pn>.1cc1 cnL1>mp,1,s111g a
crnnpktc rewrne of each <'f the di\'tsion's lcga.:.y .1pplicm1,,11s. Legacy .1pplic·mic'l1S arc
written in .1 t,>mputcr l;rngu.1g..: nearing the end of it- III<.: ;ind it 1s cl1fhcuh 10 hnd
cxpcnencc,l prngr.unmer,. ·1 he r.:write "·ti! 111dudc 111,1\ 111g lllk> a tcchnok,,;y that h
the "inclus1ry standard .. wnh .in abilny to run applicau,,ns lr,im the rntcrnct. Securuy
pro1,,cnls will hi: updated 111 ,•rtkr LO bettc:r protect the statt:, d.uJ.
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2015 Workload Accomplishments

Our Mission
The mission of the Labor Commission is to achieve safety
in Utah's workplaces and fairness in employment and housing.

Our Values

►

The Labor C<1mm1~sion's value~ .ire insulkd
111 0ur pr,,grams. our rdat1c'll:'h1ps with the
publit. we scr\'e, our cc,lleagu,·s. and the
cc>mmunny in gcncul. The Cnn11nissi,,11
cmhrn~cs these values Ill the\\ .l) we k.1d and
suppnn the (.,,mm1~s1(m CYCI) tbr:

The .·\<ljttdtcat1,rn D1ns1c,n issued 1,480 ord..:r, and 5-15 final dcc1sinns. It Ji,,, conducted
217 formal c,·i<lcn1 iary hc.mngs .rncl ,1pprcWc<l t'S2 sdtlc·mc·m ,1grccmcnts (I J-,'(, 111.:1rn;c
cr1..:~ r last Vt'U ,-.i.

►

D1vis1on c1.m1plc1ed 1.70tJ (S2t1 C.m1pliunc.: und 889 C.msult,uim1) imcn·cnllc'ns/
in,pc..:t1ons/vis11s. impnwing s31<:ty in the· workpl.1ce fm ('VCr '>25.209 workers.

► UOSH

► I ndu,tnal

r\cc1clcnts Divis1011 as,..:sscd w~,rkcrs compcns.11 ion insurnn..:c non-ct.Hnpliancc
p.::n.1lue;; .1g.1mst 559 cmpl0y.::rs and c0llcctcd Sl,-193.518 in pen.1ltics.

Sherrie H.1y.1shi
,u1d nlpw Ullt'Jlt

( ~ 1 mrnh,lt 1 11t'J"

Each pc-rson ha, ,·:due :rnd w,,n h-cach
m<ll\·idual we 111tcr.1ct wnh ha, a poim (1[
nc·w th.u 1s unpon.1nt. Fc1r thc·sc rcas,,n,,
we rc,pcu indi\'1dual li\'CS .rnd historic,
and treat c.1ch pcrs,,n cquitahlr
rc~pcc1 and lollc,w tht.: st,11utcs .md
regubunns th,1t gt>\',rn ,,ur ,1ct1vitics.

►

Ctah's Appellate Courts compktl'd r.:,·1cw ul L.1bc1r C,>mmbsion cb.:1sic111s in 10 separate
appeals. The ..:ouns allirmcd th..: Comrn1ss1,,n·, dcL1si0n 111 9 of 1h,1sc case,.

The public 1ntne,1 is .1dvanccd by
t r,rnsp.ll'<'lll and , >pt.:n pr,,u:~~cs.

►

\\'c owe the pc,>pk ,,r L tah .rnd our
c01lcagucs .11th..: Comm1ss1,,n the h1ghc,-t
lcv.:I of comp..:1..:nq: .111d scrvic..:.

►

Comrni,~ion cmplor..:c,: ,k,cn c a w<,rkplacc
dut p1"cwides supp,,rl. safety. ,rnd rcsp,Lt.

►

Pr,,fc:ss1ona l tkvclop1m:111 i, cssentiJI hl .1
n1111pc1cnt. ckd1c1tcd -=taff ,md. ultimatdy.
to tht· success ,,r tlw Cc>m1111ss1011.

The Workplace ::,afcty progr.1m awarded S-l58,5(h) in workpl.icc: s,1kty grant, 10 14 local
L tah bu,1nc,,cs .md con11mmity org,1111:atilins.

►

The B,11lcr. Ek,·:iwr ,rnd C0al \1111e Safety D1n,:1011 pcrf,,rmcd m·cr 2'i,00l) safct)'
inspcct1ons, .1dmin1stcrccl 300 coal min mg cx,1ms ,rnd vi,nccl C\'Cr\ ,1pcr:11 ing c,1JI
the st.1tc multiple t11nc,

111111.:-

D11t:dt 1r

I.K.:,on \l,1u~h.1n
l\pw~· C,,mnu,,Jr,,it't

L-tah :\ntichscnrnination .md L.1b,Jr Diviswn·s Fair I lou,ing Lnn imestig.1tcd 77
d.ums, dosmg 86% wnhin WLl ,lays (un 111c1.:..i;;i: _{rum 6-i~•• th.: pr1<>1 \<'<11).

►

►

-l@WU;lil

► \Ve

► The

►

Organization

in

Th.:: L.lb,,r Ct,rnmiss1,1n han<lkd .111 mcrease in .fferngc mc>nthly numhcr of ..:.ills and wJlk111s per munth from 8,016 m FYI-+ t,> 9.76L) 111 FYl5-c111 m.:ic:us,·c>/ 12:'6.
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Utah Labor Commission Budget Summary I FY2015
F,~wl )cw En,kdjw;.: 30. 2t115 hi/11 Cnnrc11<1t111: T,JiulsJin l'<'m E11Jrcl,/u11r 30.

Re\'cnncs:
(.,cn~r.11 Fund,

(.,encnl Fund that ·,,·as r~turncd

.11th~

end ol the )'CM

\\1,rkphc'l' ~ak!v Fund

FY 2015

FY 2014

S6.2-'5.10t)

'-5.7<J(l,5t)t)

-1.900

-2.901)

1,6\)2.91)0

I 51'l7.WO

L nu,cd \Vorkplacc <;afct) rund ,1ppwpn~11<1111h.11 was rc1urnc<l

-<li''\.1:'()(1

-76+.501)

lndu,tn:11 \.:.:,dent , Rc,1r1L·t,·d ,\ctou111

2.7-'5,,00

2,66<l,80t.l

7,,N)(l

73,600

1-mpior.-rs Rctnsur.mtc Fund

l·cckr.11 ( ,r;tnh
\11nc r Cc rtt r,c:111,,11

r,,1al llcn·n ucs

1.279,600

2,779,300

1-1.200

H,200

S12.<J85,200

Sl 2, 1-f7. IOO

Mission
To achieve equal

ernployrn-:>nt and fo1r
housing opportunitv
for all, ilnd assure that

Utah emplo}1ees are
paid the wages they

Overview

ha;,:e fa, ned.

The DI\ 1s1c,n enforce~ emplormc111 d1scnm111au,,11 and f.11r
hnus111g laws. a~ well ;15 Uuh's l.1w.; rcgardtng payment ,,f
wage,, ..::mploy mcnl of minors and m1111mum \\'age.

t:xpcndi1urc, h\' Divish>n:
P.v [li\ 1:,111n:

t:OSI I f)1,..i,1<,11

', ;,,141. 5,1,1

~ 1,7(1t'.100

U,'lo.500

lndu,lnal .\cud.:111, 1)1y,s1011

2.072.200
l,:,~9 .,,,),)

llo1ikr. rb·ah•r ,md u,.11 \ Ji11c s-~fcty D11·b1<'11

1.-187.~00

1,457.000

Ad1ud1C.1t1t'n D11·1;1011

1.2-11 5(10

1,163,301)

\nt1d1~t..1 imm~n1on!Lthl,r Piusi...m

\\ ,,rkpl.l,c ::-akt ,. Pro1cc1,tl;rJnb

[,618.UQI)

2~2.,00

35-\.t,\)\)

:-1.111.13cm.:nt. \dm111btrJ1n·~. C,miptnn ~upp,1n ,111d Ccntrnl ()lf1,c C,1;t5 2 138,80L1

I .95,'l.5L)\)

Total Expenditures hy Division

$ 12,985.200

Sll,147.IOO

B~· Tvpc '-1r F.,pcn"l i E~pl-11'-t' C.:at~g..."'ry~

~:1bncs & lkn.:tn,

·1r.,·.-\?I Ll)q,
I >at.1 1'11,u•,c;;.111.c_
l·11h.:r Op,~r.uin~ EA!h:n:-,C'-

1'~,~ Thr,,ugh \\'nrkpla,c ',~frl)

Utah Antid iscrimination & Labor Division (UALD)

2l1 1"1

Gran1,

Iota! Expt·rHlitnres by T\'pe of Expense/ Expe ns e Catcgor )

"-'.l.K'i2,0tl0

S\J.611.<JOO

SIH.htJO

S77,4(1(1

"-U'i I All)

<; l. lll'i 1(1(1

Sl,-i'll\600

S l ,l17 l.50(l

:', J;'i 21)0

S2,,1.2ll(l

S 12,985.WO

SI :!.147.100

The 1'1\·1,hm l:' ,,r~.t111zcd 11110 f,,ur u111t:': the Emplormclll
D1scnm111.1uon L'nn: the Fair H,,us1ng L'.nn: thL \\'age
Cl.rnn l,1111 .1nd thL i\lcd1arion L.i1111. rhc Dil'lston .1!,;,,
h3s an dlcuive c-cluuuon program 1,, teach cmplt11crs,
cmplt1 yecs. hous111g pr,,l'1ckrs. lc1ianls. and the general
puhltc ah,,ut the ri£;hts ,md resp,,n~1btln1cs 11 ndc1 the
, .uic>tb hi"'s ,nlNc,d h) the Dtl'ist,>n.

Wag" C aim U•'it
Clairrs Fil,::d (, Clos~d
2500
(.!JtlQ
l!;rj{l ..

2015 Highlights

1000

The\\ a~.: Cl.11m Lntl protc,scd 2,tHI d.tims .ind c,ilktl-'d
SSP7.170 ,n unraid ":t<;c, r,>r ..:l:11111.1111,. Th,· l:mpk,i mcn1
!11,u 1111111,111<,n l , n11 1111·,·,lli,!.tlcc.l and 1m·d1:11<:cl 'i 11 c,1>cs
and c<>llc-ied ~75'i.(181) 111 c•,mpcn,.1u,>n the l';1u I l,,u,111g
Lnil JHOtc,scd 7, tlarn1,, do,IIH! 86'.\, wnhm ll10 da\,

-,O(r .•

.:11

rnol·ast· Jrc,m u"T :: du: J'flt,r _h'ltrJ Thi.: Dn

., F.11r llou,111/.! -;tud) 1111h 1hc t·1ah '>unc I

15-h)n

21J11 .J01t' ;·11u ;~ou n•1s
•

~-' I ; ,.,): '

,1

■ '--i~j~• j

t:t)tHllltkd

n11·asll)

147

prcscn1:111n11, were made tn 12 ..:mm11,·, The :-1tcJ1.11i,Hl l'nn
,1.·.1~ c.:n:,u\..d and mtd1.na11l occur~ a\ :--11,)n i.\S J f1·1r11ul 1. h:u~c
of dbcnmin.111,111 1, rctc1•:cd.

h.crrr L. Chl,ll-.nn. PuCt!,H
\.~l)I' )30.f,t(~ I

h .. l

l.1r:-f'lll(:t•l11,1h r,;Y,
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Industri al Accidents Divi sio n
Overview

Missio n
To as,. st in resol·:1119
disputes 1n·,:olvinf1
,..-._1ori--place injL1ries
fairly and efficiently
and to monitor
and enforce
St?.te-requ1red workers'
compE:nsation

coverage

The D1,·is1,,n i,, n:sp,ms1bk for ,1t!m1111su:ring the
\\urkers' Comp.:ns.111011 ,kt. Since 1917, Ct:ih s \\Orkers·
c,,mpcnsau,,n sys1.::m h.1s prm·idcd rncdicll .:arc an<l
di~ahility paymcrns for lllJUred w,>rkcrs lnd 1mmun11y
frc,m pers<,nJI n~1ur~ !Jwsuns f0r employers. \\'ith a
f~·w cxccpu,>ns, all cmplc>yers must provide workers·
c:,,mpcnsmk,n cm-rrngc [or thei r cmplnyccs.

2015 Highlights
Chlirn, and \kdialio11 '>ccli"n
Thi, ,.:.:1ion :1dm1n1>1cr, the d.1y-10-d.1r 1)pcr~u,,n ul the wNk.:r,'
..... '-,mpt.:nsatlL)TI ,ystcm b)· ;.1-;s1st1ng IHJllft.·1.I \\'tirkcr:--. cmpk,ycr::--

,tnd 1n~urc.Hh.:l' c1rn('.r~ in 1"1..:s.oh-1n~ \\l>1ker-.. <.:t>ntpl'ns.nmn

d1,agr,~mcnt:i. Punng tlw l.1:,1 vcar, 1hc Cla1111s .rnd \kdrn1nn
S1.·(llun:

Injuries per 100 vVorkers
in Utah

►

recorded 57.,1 18 rcp<:•rtcd 111_1unc,

►

,hSblCd h, 1'i5 1t1Jurcd \\ orkcr, .ind

►

hdd 7'ill dhputc-rc,(•luuon u,11fcr,•11cts

( 1>111plbmc 'iccllon

100 .... ..... .....

····--···

:?.50 ...

J •JO ...
1 so

l'hL Cl."lmpiHHk~ Section ~nlol\..t.~:> ;;uLu1ory rl.'.'qu1ru11cnt:;
that Lmplt1yt·rs nu.1nt1.11n \\.orkcrs· c.:ompL"n::-ali<ll1 l1iv1..·r.1gc for

,·mpl,,yc,·s. Punni,: FY 2lll-'i. the tornph.:ncc sc.:11('11 .hsc;scd
non-..:,1mph,,ncc prnah1cs ,1:;,1111s1 'i-'i9 cmplc,vcrs ,llld colk..:tcd
SI ·l'l3,538 m 01t1<1and111g pc111h1,-. f,:,r th, l:ninsurcd
Empkwcrs hmd.

l.<JO •••
? 50 ...

...

1l•O ···

Dunn~ FY 2015 the \\-11vcr l'wgr.,m r.:..:01,·cJ t>,721 ,tpphcat 1,,11,
,rnd J:i,ucd 5.lJ5ll wa1w1 Lnt ilic.11c,.

Q.~!J ...

2010 1~01: ~O i2 2013 ;i014 7015

The [Rf' pay5 benefits to \\'Orkcrs \\ ith .1 pcrmancm .inti t,,ul db.1b1hty as a result,,[ w(1rk
.1ccid..:m, that ,1ccum:d prior 10 july 109-+. Durin!!. n 2015, the EIU' p.Jtd $15,3-+9.Jc-8 111
b..:ndn~ to cl\Cr 1.1()0 dJirn.1111~

Uninsured Employers Fund (UEF)

5 OG

t..50 .......

Ernployers' Reinsurance Fund (ERF)

Th.: L'Fr pays h.:nd11, to the 1n1ur.:d cmpl,,y.:cs of unmsurcd ,inti 111~olvcl\l cmpk,y.:rs.
Dunng n 2015, the l,Lf p.11d $l,55L\2'56111 bcncfit~. \1h1ch 11.1s mor.: th3n ,,ff<.:t
hy S2.739.-+95 cnlkcted ,,n employer and .:arricr n,,11-complianu: pcnal11cs employer
reimbursements tin p.iid cl:1im,. ,mcl ,.:lf-1nsuran,c f.:cs.
The ERi .ind L[J" .ir.: funded 111 wh,,Jc or 111 p.m by assessments paid by workers·
compcn~a1t,1n rn,uranc..: c,trri..:rs and ,el l-insured cmpill)C r.s. Th..:,..: assc,smenLs. ,, h1ch
an.: sub1eu 10 s1,11uwry limus, .ire set cath rail by th,· C0mm1ss1<1n Ill cunsult.1Lion wnh the
\\ L'rk.:rs C0mpc11s:u1on Ad\'tsory Council Th..: .JS5cs~mcm rat..: 1s based on 1mkpcndcm
actu.:.rial e\·,llu.llions of the revenue n.:Lc$Sllry 10 Jund the ERF and CEFs luturc liah1li11cs.

l)111n·ach
The D1•:b!<'ll ..:,,nduucd l:i cducatilln,11 ,.,s,1l'n, 1,, stakch,,klcrs,
w11 h :in cmph.1'1s l'TI

Rnn.1ld L. Du·-,slcr.

Ill'\'."

~n1.1ll hL1:,1nc~~t.:~.

Q11tY!;ll

lh\'I' ::;3,).(,~-H

r.Jf\•s,;ki ,.t\n:,h

~-_h'
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Boiler, Elevator & Coal Mine Safety Division

Uta h Occupationa l Safety and Healt h
Administratio n Division (UOSH)

Mission
Helping to ensure

a 5a'-:- and healthy
worrplace ;or
e,,·ery \•vorl,;er in the

Stat-:: oi Utah

Utah OSI!/· lr1 to::rventions
2 501)

Overview

Overview

The Ltah l.cg1slatun.: rnaLlcd the ()n.up.u1onal Safety
.mcl I ka Ith Ac, of 1973 w prondc fN the saict)" Jnd

The Dl\·1s11111 is charged wnh the ta•k ()f cnforung state
laws .1s they pcnarn to bo1krs. prcs,ure ,·esscls, clcl·mors.
coal m111e safety ,rnd c,,.11 miner ccrulication.

hcJlt. h ,1f L'tnh·s w,,rkcrs .md w cs1.1bhsh a state pla n
with occupathma l sa lcty and health st,111dards cqu1valcm
1,1 federa l OSH.-\ st.md.uds. On Jul\' lri, 1985, Fedaal
OSH,\ rec,,i.;111:cd C1.1h·s ,1u:up.ll1on.1I s,1fcty and health
program ,1s being "a, cj{c·d11c· .;;:i" the federal progr.1111
a nd relinquished alllh,,l'll)' over oc-:upatwnal sa lcty and
ha Ith ,n L:1ah w COSI I COSH h.1~ Jttr15diui1m 1l\ er
appr,,x1111.1tely J.2<.l9.t'0-t cmpk,y.:,·s .111d (Wcr 89.-H 5
empl0y.:r~ 111 Cuh.

2015 Highlights

:!,ono
1,~00 ... --···· - ···--····

1,(1Qi) ···• · · · · - ·· ·--· ·· ·

)(10 ···-··· ·- ···-

····-···· -····-···

2Q 1(l .'.IQP 7ll1! 2(113 201,1 2015

Compliance
l.OSl t LPrnph:incc c,1mluc1;; ,:1fc1, .,nJ hul1I· 111,;pcu 1011, 111
manurau urm~ .1nd \.·,,1h1tL1Llh'n 1nc.lu:--trit·~ m both pn\·;,th,: .111d
puhlfl· scu,1r f.1-:il nics thr,,ui.:hout the St,1lc' c,[ L 1.1h.
nunni:: I Y2015. L:0:,11 c.,,rnpl1,111ce:
►

L,md11c1cd ~2() ,,1k1, .111cl h~.,hh mspcct1Pn,/1111crv,nt1011:;,

►

bsth:d 798 ~li.ll l l'l1"; .,nd

►

l:\·,1h1,11cd s.1by and hc:1hh ,,,ndt11,,ns
cmpl,1y111!; l"Cr 13'\i,-+ cmpk1yccs.

:11

,,ork

<11,'s

l. ( 1SI I \ .nnsuh.111-m I"''' 1d.-, ,,n-sll,' ,.1b1 ,md hc.,lth sen 1.:c·s. ,11
nn cost IP ,mall/h11,:h-h.nml businesses and publtc .,cc1or ,1gcnc1c<.
Dun nt; f' Y2tl l 5. C0:311 C.1 nwha1 iPn:
►

n:-1h/1ntt:rv\.·mion-;,

►

lclcn1Ii1cd 2.23t ha:ards,

►

:\;.s1;.t,d cmpl,.iycrs "' 1111prcw111g w,·,rkpl.Kc ;.afct1 .111d hc,,lth
for ,1 1 er tsu.~35 crnpl,,·.-Lc,: .md

►

Tr,unLd .1ppr,1 ~1111.ucl) 3-t.969 w,,rkcr,- fr,,m owr 5.,5 ctHllks

( hn ... Jlill. Dn1"il"'

,:,,)l .jj(l.f,~')!<
Li hl(,.~t'Ul:1h.~•)\'

C\.. ndtu.. tcd 889 ~~1ft."'.t\· .1nd h~.,ith

elevator and coal min;?

The Df\'bh>n m,\1111,11115 ofliccs 111 !'nee. Uuh. housrng
the St,nc s pwgram for Coal :--1111a Ceru fic:1uon ,md th.:
Office ,,I C1a l ;'\ tin, ~afcl); these offtcc, . .1ss1stc·tl b\' tlmr
assouatcd panel :111d c,,uncil. work t,, mJxim,:, ~afctv in
l "ta h s c,,,tl min.:,.

In add It 1,,n to the ahoH· , >\',n 1,,1 , the: On blL>n L'I ll<nlcr.
Ek,·.llN and C,1.11 \line :-afcty relic~ on the pm·atc sector
lor much more tha n Jtbt saleL) inspcctic,ns and 1-c, cnuc .
.-\loni.; \\ 1th the t\\'1> ad, 1sorv hoartls k>r the b,)llcr .111d
elc:\'ator 111dustry there I;, a miner u:rllfic.111on p.111cl
winch h.ts ,1 membership llf ck,·cn ,md a m111c sakt1
techniul .1th 1sory council whKh h.1s fl It em members .1s
required by Utah Code. These p.111.:I members .1lnng wit h
th.:: council and ach·isnry b,,.1rcl members help guide the
D11·1,1<111 thr,1ugh these C\'Cr changing times of growth :md
prospcrn;· w1thm the st.lli'.

safet':, and pro-_;ide for

e;fec t1•:e coal m1P-2
accident response.

!\.umber L•f Inspections
Per I orrneci
l~i.(!0C

1C1.(1r:o ···•·····• ······•······• .. ····•······

2015 Highlights
►

Consuhminn

Mission
To ma ,,mize boiler,

!11,p.:.:1,·,l 3~2 new ck\',llors. I,! I~ new h,,ikrs .,nd l_J55 new
G

prc:--surl.! \1...':,;:'.-d~

/Di1 7(112 7013 ~014 2015

►

b,u.:d 1s.2oc; ,1pcr:111nf: permits

►

:\dmmblcred 3\lt11..crtdii.::1Ui..""11 \.~>..,ttns tt) cr. :d mmo~

►

Rc,cl\cd 1.2-!5 onltnc p,1ymcms

■

31,r;r (.f)fl1011:iSMI h)fp;,;( \IIJrlS

■

D•;outy lnsur11m;'.l 1nzoen,;:::-

■

t;erl,tf D,•iflttr ! UV,' lnSLi&:C~or~·

l't· lr ll~1chforcl, l.>11rct,11
1~011 53~.l-7005
pl;.h:kh.1 r..i®ut:1h.\!•-)\

1n 1ndu~lf) anJ C<.'ll~truct,l,n.
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Adjudication Division

Mission
To cond Kt c,II
<onral Utc1l1 Labor
Commission hE:arings
in

a fair, efficient,

courteous and
predictable rnannE:r.

Legal Unit

Overview

Overvievv

Th.: Adjud1c.u1on D1Yi~ion 1s r.::sptms1blc: lor adjudirnung
d1spmcd \\(>rk,rs· cc>mpcn,auc,n .:!aims. It dc1.:s so 111 a
Lnr and impartial mann.::r to .:nsurc· th, qu11.:k, dfo.:1.:nt
and prcdkubk d.::li,c1")' ol m,dical and ~a lary bcnclits
to inJu1.:d ,,-.1rkcr; .11 J r.:a,,,nahlc cost 1,, employers .rnd
msur.incc ,arnus. Th, D1\ is1c,n also bur, appeals .ii
employment and h,,usin,; discnminat1,,11 1111·cstigath>n~:
Ut.1h lkcup,H1c>n-,l 5,ikty and He.11th (UOSI ll citatll>n,;
and work.:1< .:ompcn~.H11>11 1nsurnncc c,,mplLrncc
pl.'nalues.

The Ll'g.tl l 1111 is rcspc'tbtbh: for rc..-1n\·111g dec1s1011~
issued b) admin1str:lli\C law judges· rcprcs.:nt111g till:
Co111m1•~1,,n 111 appc!Lnc proceedings bcfL'rC l•tah,
Cc1un ,,r :\pp,ab and Supr..:mc Lourt. rcpr..:scntmg th,
C,,mm1,,1,,n 111 the l.:g1,l.1L1h pmcc,;,, rulc-111Jk1ng. a nd
pro,·1din;; public mformatll'n Jhout the· Com1111ssinn.

2015 Highlights
Adjudication
Division 2015

The ,\djud1,a1ion Dinsio11 c,ir11111ucs t,, nuke ,:rc.u ,1ri,k, in
1111J'l"O'. Ill(! .l(ll)lllllabil11r tr.111~p.ircnc, .111cl profcsoh)ll,li1rn1
h1r ,ascs l1kd 111 I Y2ul i. 1hc Dl\·1s1,,11 h<ucd O()''.", ,.,f .,II t111:d
ckusic,ns .111d SH% ol .,II dcc1s1ons "n h111 61) cbys.

·uno
1/:10

The Division also:
► Imp1t'\'t,:d

r:O

llUr hasdint: r,1111.1l1t_'.· and rimt'irnt":-, c_1 llaiswn.,.

lt>,'~t'dlt', H·1th th;._• nu111ht·1 1.j l a... t·, dl 1,t·tl.1 hy 50.7';',._, lWtr

las1 2 ) c.1 r,.

.1,.,0 ..
►

■

i::oric...r~ ,:o.11nentaron

■

Polir;; 89
Db, flll\JllJJif,;n 82

■
■
■
■
■

. ,ma

Q:."'.1s::cn: ltiueo • i5t3~
S1_:!U;:r.~r1IS i•~·prCi'':d 6~-:2
Ho:drinJ:; CrJnmiltcd 217
Co.sc-; Ct,-;,;,;d 13;1)

\\'nh the help c,f thc \kd1cal Pircuur :ind \kd1c:1I 1'.111d
l,.,111m111cc. dc,clopcd model quc-.uons 1,,r mcdk,1! pands 10
hrlp the D1v151•'11 r,c1 LIii ~ncl 11.1111 n1t·ch,al pane/5

► In \..t',nJttnc11O11 w11h

th-.: Ltah .Stal~ Bat, spon-=,Pr\.'d 1hc
S~,c,11CI ,\nnual :\LJ. (,1>1crnmcnt i, .\clm1n L,1w L,mfcrcnct:,
:1 lull dav co1111nu111g k~al cduc.n1,,n scmin:ir for all
adm1111>1r.11i·,c l:m JUd)\c's 111 the St.Ile.

General. to provide

represemation and

2015 Highlights

counsel ro the Utah

\101 io ns lor Review
The Leg.ii L nn ,is;.1sts 1h~ c,,111mb>1,mcr .1nd -1.ppcals [!oar,!
Ill rcv 1~Wlrt1,! dcu.;;ion~ ol a<lm1111'ir.1tt\'t l:n,- Jt11.:.lg\.'.:. 1n \\\.,rk-...·r~·

Labor (omrn ssion.

compens.1t1Pn 1 an11d15\.·11m1nathJn . :1nd \\1..lrkpl:1c\_ s.1fl.ty cas'-~s.

Pursu.1m 1, Lt3h C,dc ,\nn ~-HA-2-tl()l the C,mn11s,1ona :ind
tlh: :\pr't:~li, lk1:1rd .1ri.: f\.'\.lUll'\.•d h) j,~u1..: 1.kt l~h'n~ 1,.l(l 1111.\I 1,ln~ k,r
r~,·1cw w11h111 lJ(l d.1ys , ,f the date the lllPllc•n w.1,; hkd wnh th,
Comm1s,1l111 During oknd:1r) c.1r 2(1l+. th,·rc II er~ IL15 nw11un:i
for review ii led\\ ith the ( t•mm isshm l'hc t,,111mis,1onc1 :md
,\ppcal, Boa1,l 1s,ucd d,,i;1rn1:, on cad, <>f th, h.15 111011011;
,._ 11h111 ,)Ll d.1v, ,,f the d:11,· 1hc mouon wa~ likd.
:\ppcll:11 c Utigai ion
Dcc1s1,ms ,,1 the L,,111m1s,;10nc1 Jnd :\1'pt.1I, i><'.1rd •'" sub1cn 1,,
rcvkw h, th,· L:wh Cllun ,,r .\ppc:1b :md L:1:1h SuprcmL C .ou1t.
The Lcpl l 1rn repr,·sc111~ 1hc I .1b,1r C,,mm1,,1,m 111 pro.:c,·<l1n.;,
b.:ft'Wt.· i. l·.l·'t..' c:ourt..:;
Lcgislali\ C b s ucs
rhc Lq.::11 l 1111 \\,irks\\ 11h c,,1111111,sh)I\ <t.1ff. ,uk~h,,lclcr~.
lcgbbuw c,,1111:<ci. .rnd ind111,lual lcg1sl.Hn1 s 10 evaluate
lcgisl.1! 1n j'rnp,,:;als.

Dr::cisions Reviewed
by Comm,ss,oner or
Appeals Bo,,rd
;o(,
1:,0

... ..........

lUO ·····••···

50

··1

7010 201 l 2012 2013: ;:,)14
G,11;.!ndiH ·:'r;:H:,

• AeqU!:!:l'i !:,r Pc-..:•:;·.
■

P.-?-;::;,•; Oec131on~ 1-;s~::lj

Rulc-:'-1aking
Th~ ,~.~.,I Lnn as,1s1s th, 1..0111111isS1c•ll in de,·ek,ping. draft111!.'.
:inti cn:llllll!\ .,d111ini,-1r:\l1Y,· ruks.

l~l)I) ~1 ,o-7'-J21")

Public 1nrorrna1in11
The Leg.,! l-1111 p.uuc1p:11,s 111 ,-~m111Jr, :111d ,,1hcr f0n1111:, w
pre,, 1dc inh,rm:111,,n .1b,1ut tlic Comm1"1,,n and rcsponcb 10

h)!lllll t-1rsc_,,1r,l•u1.1h h('\

puhlil

lk~uh.:r C. Gunn•trson. Dut"t:i,H
,::.,~ 1'11·~1.iu::: .-\\lnwli\lhW~·, f . m J11il:~r

Mission
In cooperat,on with
the U,ah Attorney

1nq111nc..· , ;1b(1Ul

Crnnm1.-:,si.._,n 4h.:t1 v1ui.::-,.

J,1Cl'50ll R. ~trngh.111 . Drr;ut•.
, :ommL-,,~=r.n:'(,rrio.11 ( ,1 11n~1..·I
i:-\\))l ))(1-otJ)h
J,Kt"il\11 m,1ugh.,11~;11ut:1h. ~n•:
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Awards & Honors

11
'1
~-' .
,_

Rr•11 Drcs;k r

Ron Dressler, lndu~trial ,\cuckms D1nsi0n D11Tcl0t. ha5 hc.::n
appl111Hcd w the l\,,.ud ,,f f11rcctor< fN the International Association
of Indu st rial Accident 13oards and Commi s~ions. 1.-\1:\BC
cc>nSISts of repn::scnt,ul\·cs of U~ and Can;1di.m gdYernmem .1gcnc1cs
rcspc1 n,1hlc for the admimstration nf workers· compensation systems.
as well a, 1nsurn1Kc carriers, mcd1u1I providers. and ,,thn wc,rkas·
c,1 mpcn~aUl'n pr,,lcssion.1b.

VPP Awards Prograrn

F,>und..:d in 1914, Lhc IAl,\13C.. promotes Lhc ach·.111ccm..:nL of 1,1,\1 rk1:rs·
compcn,.111011 ,ystcms thrc>ughc,ut th.: w0rld through ..:ducatil•n,
rcs.::arch. and rcsoun::e man.1g..:mcnt The l.-\1.-\[;C .tls,, .1~,is1s state
w,,rkcrs' Cl>mpc115atiun r..:~ulawrs 111 ,Id\'ancing cfb:t iYc' :md cfliciclll
sy~tem, and pnn 1des sund.1rd~ 111 1111ur, and policy r..:p,1 n1n,! a, ,,·ell
as rcgulath.'lt1 ancJ 1s:;uc re, lL'\.v.

The Volunury Pro1<:cu,,n Pr,,1;ram t_\-PPl 1< ;1 C0mph.111u:: Progr.un
th.11 rcco_gni;:c~ cnmprch,:11;;1,·c w,1rkplacc ,alcty and h..:ahh
ma11.1g.::mclll <yst,·ms through Cc'<>p,-ra11,·, 1clau,,n<h1p" anwng
m,111.1_gc·mcnt. lahnr ,mcl L)<:.I IA Aclm1ss1nn ll' \"PP st.Hu, c0n-tllutcs
L'1.)SI rs l,ffic1al rcc.l'grnuon of comp.my ma11;1gcmcnt .rncl cmpl, 1yc<"s
whl, h.1,·e ach1cYcd exemplary oc<..t1pat1L1nal safct)' and health ,ucecss.
l\ucor Building System<-lilah . LLC ,:arn..:d \"PP for

Ell ~
~ \'-\RO

\-1___,:1'

_Ill__ _

Labor Commission Employee of the Quarter Award

n

2015

SHARP Awards Program
The Safety and Health Ad11c1-.::mclll Rcc,1gn 1t1c>n Pr, ,gram r,51 11\ RP)
rcc,,g111:..:s sm.111 cmp\,,y,:rs th,1t inc,,rporal..: ,.tfcty and he.11th into
<.:\'Lf)' ph.1sc ol thctr busmcss an<l ha\'e .111 cx..:mplary ~.tkt, and health
lll,lll,\,\ClllCllt sy,tcm.
\\'estcrn Metal s Recycling--Plymouth c,m1cd SH.-\RP Im FY2\ll 'i

• An ita \VaLson I Emrlc•ycc of rh.- 2nd °<1"artn. ~JH /11du-1nal r\,<"idcn!s Di,·i,i,m
• Christy Beem I Fmrh,yc,· of rite /,r Q1r.at,·1 ~OH l'tali :\11!i,Ii1<Ti111i1wtrnn w11/ l.,,/,,11 f.lr,.i,rt•n

-

• i':icole Nguyen 11:mr!o_,.-r ,,[ th, -Ith Quern,, 20/ .1 /11<l!!,(nul ,\., 1dcn11 Pn i-i,1 n
• Ste phani<.: Ca rillo I hnr!ov.-.- ,,/ th,· .31<1 <,!u,11 tu. ~ul, t/1,1/i ,\1111di<,ru11i11.rrr,•11 ,111,/ / a/,,,, D111;1t111

I

..:...-...

~

:ni.utm\ ,"1o_...1tr•
~

~.~~;,f

Vendor of the Year Award

Utah Arches Awards
The :\RCHES \ward for wnrkplacl' safety .md hcahh c ,cellcnn 1~
aw.udcd 10 L,,mpamcs 11·h1ch c>-h1hn cxccllc-11cc 111 w,,rkpla,T ~;ilct)"
,111d hcJhh. Inn 2L115. 2 comp.rnic~ rccci1-cd this award:
Kihomac .rnd Rimrock Construct ion.

Dennis Crenshaw .tn<l Li",1 Robrns,,n ,,I nur uOSI I Dil"isll'll rcc..:iH·d .lll .l\\'ard k>r vendor
nf I he yc.11 l01 1hc1r hn,>th at th.: L"Lah ICC I Int,·, ,r,111,mal Cod, Cc,w1cil I i:<>nlcr..:ncc held t h1;;
yLar in St. Ccc•rgc.
Howard
W.Hunter
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Workplace Safety Grant Program Accompl ishments

Workplace Safety Poster Contest

The \\'c>rkplacc safct) progr.1m 1s Jc~1gncd tn support 1hc J c,·cl,,pmcnt of salct) inn1::tllYCS
111 the w,,rkplacc and it's aimed ~1t r.:ducing acc1Jcnts. by bcilital1ng stwng c,,llabor.11i,·c
rel.uionsh1p~ am,1ng ,,·NkpLic.: sak1v grant rccip1cms.•111d maxin11:es 1h-: public uuli:ation

Each yc.11', ,ls p.ut t>f the 1.ahm Comm1,s10n's .:ommuni1y rcl.u1cms pr,,gram .:mcl hr uuli:mg
money .1ppr,,prw1 cd by the lcgisl.:iturc frn m the \.\'orkpl.,cc S.1k1y rund. 1hc Comm i;,sic>n
spt,n,, 1rs l "Tt1/1c Sn(c1_1 S,·1 iously" p,,ster c,1ntcst Jmong Gtah ·; ,cho,>ls spccifiCllly ,1imecl at
promoung ,.1k1 y J\\ .Hen.:~~ !or Lt.th·~ future ,,·orkfor-:i.:.

t>f pr,1br.11ns and J'L'soun:cs b<'111g ckwlopcd w11 h wcirkplacc safct, funJs.

r his pn1gr.1m 1s fund.:d by ::t~~cssmcnh on ,,-.1rkcrs· cmnpcnsluon premium~ p.1id hy
Ctah cmpk,yas. \hlilt:) is appropn.11.:d from this fund b~ the Lcgbl.\lun; w ,\wJrJ gr.1nts
fc,r projcc1s or in111au,·cs designed LO ,bs1st Ut.1h cmpk1ycrs a m! th.:11' cmp!,,)·ccs through
progr.1111s such .is O::.H:\ tr.1111ing. impkmcnt.1tinn of spcda!i:cd salct) i11111,1u,cs,
de,·ck,p111g rcsourn:s for cx1,-ung ,nfct) program,. aml ,.1f.:ty tra111111g b.:twccn organi:,111ons.
► For the calenda r yelr 2L)l 5

S45S.5tl0

111

we rccc1vcd S796,007 funding requests and pr,wickd

\\llrkp!Jcl.' ,.1f.:ty aw,1rds to 14 k,cal bus111l'ss.:;, .ind c>rg.rni.:aucins.

Belo\\' a rc s ome o f our most no table projects l'undcd during thi s fisca l )'car:
►

Th.: 1w,1cr c,,m.:st is curr.:m ly ,,pen ll1 all m1ddk :111d .1un1or high schonb ac1\>ss L.'1ah.
1nclud1ng Ch.utcr :.--.:hc>ols and pri\'alc ,.::h,1c,ls Ca,h a\\'ards .u,: g1wn to the wmn.:rs and
rn:1tch111g a\\·,mb 1,, the ~chc1ol's an progr.111, fc,r p.1ruc1paung. I his y.:,u, the School Pcistcr
co111.:,1 received abou t 1,00t) cntncs lrc1m sch,,c1ls acros, 1h.:: St.11.:.
Fr,,m the many paruc1p.11111g pc>,tcrs. th.: ll'P 12 entries st:kctcd arc includt:d in the Lab,,r
C0mm1s,ion's annu.11 safety .::akndar. In 2015, w.: prn1tcd about 12.tWO rnpics cil the
okndar. whKh w.:r..: dis1nbutcd rrcc elf c,ist le' s,h,,ols, hu~111.:s~c,. .1nd c.:,immunit)' based
,1rganizauons. f,,r purposes 0f incrcasmg workpla.::.: s,1kty .rn .11-cncss.

Pr0,·i.kd 1·und1ng to the '\N1hw..:s1 LJb,,rc·rs- [mplo):c1·s Trust FunJ. 1,, mcr.:a,.:: s;ikty
a\,·,m:ncss ,md reduce h ighway \\ ,,rk :one ck.uhs .ind lllJUncs 1;,r con;t ruc11on road\\'ay

DON'T LET

a

workers, by ,,Jfcnng s:1lc1y tr.tining, llaggcr and tnffic c,,mrnl 1ra111ing
► l'unJcJ th.: l.tah Farm Burc:m "iafct)' program 10 promot.: ,1C.:1ckm and 111_1ury

~

prc\'CtllHJll 111 ,1gn..:uhural and gc·ncral industry opcr.111nns . .mcl tc• c~t..1hli<h J strong
r..:tll 1onship w11h fa rmers.
► Appnl\ cd fund1n,; fc,r lcntrc1 H1cpJno anJ Cc'munid.itks

l n1clas. l\\\' loc.11 non-prolits

in ~.1lt Lake & Utah C,,unty. LO pronclc ciuu.:ach and .:ducau,,n through wc1rk:;hops

and h..:alth lairs 111 order llJ mcr.:.N: .1w1rcnc·ss of workpbc.: sJk1y prJl.lH.:.:s .1m,mg the·
H1spamc-Lnm,i and ,,tbt:r Limncd-Engli,h cllmmunities.

$AME

PERSON

-rwo &
CHOlCU

1.:::.=.1

BE THE

MJSSllJG PIECE

► Supported the ,,,i nt annual Utah l\l111ing :\s~odau,,n and the Uuh 1\lanuL1cturing

i\ssc,u.iuon~ 5aft:t\ C,,nfcr.:nce. \\h1ch 111..:ludccl prc,.:mau,,n, c'n salct) r.:gulallcll1<
r..:l,ucd 10 Clccup.uional Safety .:incl Health tl>SH.\J. and th.: \Im.: Sale!)' & He.11th
Adm1111str.1tion (.MSH:\).

Grand Prize vV'nner

I s· Runne, Up

2rd Runne· J p

3rd R.;r ,r,er J p

Mad dalena Ana \Viii is

Emily Er~kson
Ccntn ·ill, J, I!:_-:h

1lanna h \Norf
11,/1,.,I.- .\ l,d,/1, ,, hr•,,I

Kaikc Discher
R,\ 1·1, .\l1:11mam
.\ ftil,lt,· ~i. li.,,,I

Jt 1.:I;,. \fc1tml'41ri
\Ji.fdfr 5dlil1•l

Elena lkn-,or, Pu.Mi, ln1,,,·mucic,,1 ~...
( ,mmnrni1 ·~ Rtiu.1/011.-. dJ,Hn

,i.;ll l 510-Hlfi
C"ll nabl'n-., rtt}mdh.~,w
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Introduction
For conwn1cncc, thb report has b-:cn mcorporat.:d wllh th.: L.tbc>r C,)mmbstl'n·~ .rnnu,1I
State r,~cal 'rear 2,115 report : h,Jwcvcr, this s.:ni,in d th.: rcp,in c,i,·ers coal n11ntng .icu, 1t1.:,
in th.: , t,llc of Utah during cakndar \ c,ir 2L11-+.
Scctton 4l1·2-303 of the Ltah Cl•JI :0- l mc Saf.:ty ,\ct directs the lit.1h Labor c,,mm1ss1on.
"nh tts ('iffic.c ,,I L,,,il ~line Sakl: (OC!\15) .md !\line ~af..:ty T.:ch111(;1I :\Jn~,1n L,1unc1I
(\ISTAC\ t,1 submn to the Gmcnwr and Lc1'1sLuurc ,m Jnmul comp1.:hc·nsl\·.: rcp,,n
r.:g.1 rd111g CC1:1I mine ~a lct y in Ut,th for thc prcc-:d111g calcncLir yc.H. The 5talUI, r, quircs
th at the report rnclude. I ) .1 c,,mpil.nion or m.qor ,oal m ine .Kud..:nts ur (1thcr 0 1 .1I
mrnc cmergcnctcs w n hm the ;:talc during the calcnd11 year: 2 1.1 st.llc'ment <'f act1nns
hr thl cnmm1s;:1,1n, <,fticc, or council to tmpluncnt th1- clupter. 3) "ttlwut .1 breach 111
con lidcnu alny, ,1 s u m nu I') of rcpnt l~ c,f alleged u nsafe n,nd 1t h1ns r.:cc1,·cd hr thL· office. \\ nh
a stat.:mc m c'f the nflicc·s res ponse,: 4) rec,1mmcnd at1c>ns fo r add nional act1,,n t,> pr,,mNe
coal m ine safety; a nd 5 ·1 anr other ttcms the commis,1,1n, c1fficc, .md council consider
appropri.ttc. Each of thc,c items ,in: disuisscd m this r.:p,,n

• Rl)ll \\ 'ym.m f. {• J 1;n:k1

• \lh

h.1tl Sh,w:. U1m1,,,r/ :-r,,:m J:11;(0
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• Cor D P<•rta• .'ll,U( f ,, .\1,1 1 1!:;f ~;j/;\c

• Tt-im \\'h,lin. tlt U,·,wi, t.,•>t:rm;y
• ll'd\l 1't,cll It, f ,;t, '' · H ,,1/.•r C,:11:1,,;n
• Stcn.· t krman·~en, h11 ·~ 1.,•11111, ~~ir•Ji-•h
• It,trry S11111h.11;:11 i':,1:r• ,11::il: ( - , , , -~:·,,,
• T,_,11) i l,111. ':hf,:,!!o· i1f1·.;1,:r ,:·"''' r-·1..-rt,·'l

• ~.t1kt f•nrhush.
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I. SUMMARY OF COAL MINE ACCIDENTS/EMERGENCIES

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COAL MINE SAFETY ACT
The 0( ~IS has co111 inucd 1,, implement I he Coal ~I inc Safe! )' .\ct. \ l;tjor aet ivit ics in 201-1 i11ducle:

Date

Mine

Accident or Emergency

,\lwn Co.ii Dnclopmct11
C.i:11 !loll,>" \fine

On l/l 5i20l-' an munJ.111011 ,,f mud ,>ccurrcd m
l'n 27 ,111 l:a\l 111,:hwall. I h1; ou;cd mJtcnal l,1 be
ckp,>,n.:d ,,11 Ko1i1msu 20t) [xca,·,11,ir t,, r.11lmgs ,if
op.:i.u,~r dcd- :1rou11d right ~kk ,..i ~xc.,13tnr and 111
rrl'lll

{)f

l}pcr:u,,fs LL)mp.Hllll~!ll. Lal ~)22 L,,:lCkr ,."In

:;out h ;;1dc ,,f ,hdc had mud ,lrpos1tcd <'11 ldt sick ,,t
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~

State of Utah
GARY R. HERBERT
Governor

SPENCER J. COX
lieutenant Governor

March 16, 2016

Rod Benson
General Delivery
Shingletown, CA 96088
Mr. Benson:
Thank you for your recent communication with the Office of the Governor. I have been asked to
respond.
Your concerns have been reviewed by Constituent Services. After receiving your initial message
through the Governor's website, a response was sent requesting further details. Your response
suggested that our office consult with the Utah Labor Commission and your prior interactions
with the Commission.
A review of your emails has been completed. Employees at the Utah Labor Commission have
acted in a professional and responsive manner to your questions and concerns. In fact, when a
State website was not functional, a staff member immediately mailed you the requested
information. As Commissioner Hayashi has indicated, there is no further action to be taken.
Therefore, your inquiry with our office is now closed. If you have new concerns regarding the
Utah Labor Commission, please direct them in writing to laborcom(@utah.gov. This will allow
the appropriate personnel at the Commission to address your concerns.
Thank you for contacting the Office of the Governor.
Sincerely,

{\v&~

ex:

Austin Cox
Director, Constituent Services

Utah State
Capitol,bySuite
200 • P.O.W.
Box
142220
• Salt
Lake City,
Utah 84114-2220
Telephone
(801) 538-1000
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SUMMARY OF NEW AND RELEVANT STATUTES

Workers' Compensation
Workgroup
SB 170 (Amends Utah Code §631-2-234
and enacts §34A-2-107 .1) - This bill
c reated the "Workers' Compensation
Workgroup," which will be comprised
of the Utah Labor Commissioner as
chair, one member each of the Senate
and House, four representatives of the
workers' compensation insurance industry, and four labor representatives.
Dennis Lloyd is one of the four representatives of the workers' compensation insurance industry. The purpose
of the workgroup is to study and make
recommendations regarding the following issues:

A) Attorney fees in workers' compensation cases. As a resu lt of the Utah
Supreme Court's decision in Injured Workers Association of Utah
v. State of Utah , the prior attorney
fee scheme adopted by the Utah
Labor Commission was deemed

Dependent Benefits
in Death Cases
SB 120 (Amends Utah Code §34A-2702) - This bill increases the weekly dependent benefit in death claims
from $5/week to $20/week. This bill
does not increase the weekly dependent benefits in disability claims. That
issue will be addressed by the Workers' Compensation Workgroup created
by SB 170.

unconstitutional because only the
Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction to govern the practice of law
and attorney fees. The workgroup
is directed to c reate a draft rule
governing attorney fees in workers'
compensation cases to propose to
the Utah Supreme Court .
B) Medical examinations by insurance
companies. Claimant representatives have raised concerns about
how insurance companies conduct
independent medical examinations.

C) General guidelines for claims adjusters in handling claims.
D) Changes in the dependent compensation amounts in disability
claims. The current weekly dependent benefit in disability claims is
$5/week per dependent and has
not been increased since 1971 .
E) Prevalence and possible penalties
for bad faith denials of workers'

IMPACT ON WCF - WCF will be minimally impacted by this change. Due
t o the relatively low number fatality
claims in relation to overall number
of claims, NCCI estimated WCF's
claim costs to increase by .1 % or
less as a result of this increase in
weekly dependent death benefits. However, this change sets the
stage for the Workers' Compensa-

compensation claims by insurance
carriers.
The workgroup is required to present a
final report on these issues by November 30, 2017.

IMPACT ON WCF - WCF w ill likely be
impacted in a number of ways depending on the recommendations
of the workgroup. The most important aspect of this workgroup
is that all stakeholders are represented, so any proposals are
much more likely t o be fair and
acceptable to all sides. The workgroup also represents an important method to address concerns
with the how the workers ' compensation system functions and,
if successful, may be a useful
model for future development of
laws and regulations.

tion Workgroup to address increasing the dependent benefits in all
disability claims, which will have a
larger impact. If $20 is adopted as a
weekly dependent benefit in disability claims, NCCI estimates it could
increase overall costs anywhere
from 1.6% to 2.0%. The workgroup
is waiting for a final NCCI analysis.
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Summary of New and Relevant Statutes cont.

ed to address these issues with the
following actions:

SB 95 (Would have amended various
sections of Utah Code §26, Utah
Health Code)- This bill would have
created an "Air Ambulance Committee" to study air ambulance issues
and provide recommendations to the
Health and Human Services Committee on how the industry should be
regulated. SB 95 stalled in the senate, but a similar measure likely will
be revived in future sessions. The
Montana legislature passed a very
similar bill during its 2016 legislative
session.

•

Concurrent Resolution 2 - The resolution "urges the United States Congress" to amend the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 to authorize states
to regulate air ambulance billing and
collections of patient care costs.

Air Ambulances
In recent years there has been a slew
of out-of-state litigation regarding
whether states and their insurance departments can cap or otherwise regulate the fees of air-ambulance providers. Private air-ambulance providers
often bill $30,000 to $100,000 for one
flight depending on the circumstances. The problem arises when they
"balance bill" a patient after all insurance coverage has been exhausted,
which leaves patients with bills of tens
of thousands of dollars.
This issue stems from two conflicting
federal laws: (1) the Airline Deregu-

lation Act of 1978 - which preempts
states (and their insurance departments) from regulating the "price,
route, or service of an air carrier"; and
(2) The Mccarron Ferguson Act of
1948 - which dictates that state laws
are to govern regulation of insurance,
including fee schedules, and they
cannot be invalidated by federal laws.
The question of course is whether air
ambulances are considered an "air
carrier" or whether their services are
more akin to a medical service that
can be regulated by state insurance
departments. Courts across the country have reached conflicting results.
In 2017, the Utah legislature attempt-

IMPACT ON WCF - Most of the medical providers who provide life-flight
services for injured workers in Utah
have been within WCF's contracted
provider networks (like IHC, UofU
hospitals, etc.). However, there have
been numerous local news stories
of private air-ambulance services
in Utah within the last year or two
where the high charges and balance
billing have caused major financial
problems for individual patients. It
is likely this will become a problem
for WCF at some point absent regulatory measures to protect against
exorbitant fees.

•

•

•

Utah's Search and Rescue Assistance Card Program
Aircraft are a/so used to aid in the search and rescue of people who are lost or injured in Utah 's backcountry. Utah has instituted
a program entitled the Utah's Search and Rescue Assistance Card program. The program allows individuals and families to
subscribe for one-year or five -year periods, during which they would not be liable for expenses related to their search and rescue.
More information about this program can be found on Utah.gov.

Motor Carrier Insurance
Coverage Waiver
SB 62 (Amends Utah Code §§34A-2104, 1003, and 1004) - This bill does
a couple of things. First, it makes it
a little easier for a sole proprietor to
obtain a waiver. More significantly, it
fills a kind of loophole that existed for
truck drivers. Since 2009, truck drivers
have been statutorily required to have
a workers' compensation policy or a

waiver and an occupational accident
policy. Some truck drivers were purchasing minimum-premium policies
that covered a spouse as a secretary
(or some similar position) and then excluded themselves from coverage as
an owner, officer, or partner. This bill
closes the loophole by stating that the
self-exclusion available to an owner, director, or officer is not available if that
person personally operates a motor
vehicle for the motor carrier. The driv-

•

ers can, however, still seek a workers'
compensation waiver if they carry occupational accident insurance which
includes coverage for themselves.

•

IMPACT ON WCF - This bill will result
the elimination of WCF policies for
trucking companies that exclude the
drivers. While we may be collecting
more premium, our exposure will increase as well.
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Workers Compensation
Fund Revisions
SB 192 (Amends, enacts, and repeals
various sections of the insurance
and workers compensation codes)
- This bill repeals the statute creating WCF and removes all references
to WCF in the code. It outlines the
process for WCF to fully separate
from any state control and transition
to a mutual insurance corporation
on January 1, 2018. The code also
addresses how the residual market
will be covered after the transition
because WCF was previously the
statutory insurer of last resort. The
residual market is comprised of
high-risk employers who are difficult
or impossible to cover in the private
insurance market.

IMPACT ON WCF - This bill
represents the last legislative
step in a multi-year process
of transitioning WCF to an
independent mutual insurance
corporation that is wholly
owned by its policyholders.
This step in WCF's evolution is
important because it now gives
WCF the flexibility to evolve in
ways that were not possible
with the statutory limitations
that existed in the past. With all
these positive changes, WCF's
future is bright.

Controlled-Substance Bills

•

The Utah legislature passed the
following bills in the 201 7 legislative
session in a continuing effort to rein
in abuse of controlled substances:
HB 50 - (Amends various sections of
the Controlled Substance Database
statutes) This bill limits an opiate
prescription for an acute condition
to a seven-day supply. It does not
apply to opiate prescriptions following a surgery, where the physician

•

RECENT CASE LAW

Scott Harris v. Utah Dept. of
Transportation
UTAH LABO R COMMISS ION
June 22, 2017
While driving a truck for his employer
in 2006, a worker injured his neck after
another truck struck him from behind.
The workers' compensation insurance
carrier accepted the claim and paid
appropriate benefits. The worker also
made a claim against a third-party
and settled that claim for $36,000. After attorney's fees were paid and the
workers' compensation carrier was reimbursed for benefits they had already
paid, the $14,216 balance was paid to
the worker. According to Utah Code
§34A-2- 106, this $14,216 was "to be
applied to reduce or satisfy in fu ll any
obligation thereafter accruing against
[the workers' compensation carrier]."
Thi s meant that if, for example, the injured worker missed a week of work
or needed to visit a physical therapist, he should pay for those out of his
$14,216. Notwithstanding, for the next
five years the worker continued to receive treatment for his neck, but submitted claims for that treatment to his
private health insurer without providing
notice to the workers' compensation
carrier. During that tim e, the private
health insurer paid more than $60,000
for treatment, and the worker paid a
total of $4,247 in copays and deductibles. In 2015, the worker filed an application for hearing claiming that the
workers' compensation carrier was liable for additional indemnity benefits .
As part of their defense, the workers'
compensation carrier argued that it
was not liable for additional benefits
until the worker applied the entirety of
his $14,216 third-party recovery to his
own treatment and/or disability. Since
the worker was still $9,969 short {he
paid $4,247 in copays and deductibles), the workers' compensation

carri er argued that the Commission
should not award additional benefits
until the worker had spent the remaining amount. The worker argued that
although he had not himself applied
the $14,216 to his care, the amount
should be considered exhausted since
the health insurer had paid $60,000 on
the worker's behalf. The Commission
decided that § 106 imparted a duty on
the injured worker to himself pay the
$14,216 out of his own pocket. The
worker's shifting the expense to his
health insurer did not relieve him of
that duty. Only after he himself had exhausted those funds would the workers' compensation carrier be liable to
pay for additional benefits.

IMPACT ON WCF - Utah's workers'
compensation laws and Utah's
courts are strict when it comes to
prohibiting injured workers from
receiving double compensation
related to their injuries. (See
Esquivel v.
Labor Comm'n)
Because of t his, Utah Code §34A2-106 forces injured workers
who recover from third parties
to use those funds to essentially
provide workers' compensation
benefits to themselves until such
time as their third-party recovery
is exhausted, at which point
they would then submit claims
to the workers' compensation
carrier. This case presented a
unique circumstance where the
worker had received extensive
treatment, but because of the
involvement of a health insurer,
the injured worker did not have
to pay for most of that treatment.
The Commission's decision in this
case shows their commitment to
enforcing the prohibition of double
compensation.
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Summary of New and Relevant
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can prescribe a 30-day supply if he/
she determines a quantity exceeding
seven days will be necessary. The
seven-day limit does not apply to opiates prescribed to treat documented
complex or chronic conditions. Finally, HB 50 requires a physician to
check the controlled substance database for information about a patient
before prescribing opiate medication
to the patient, unless the prescription
is for t hree days or less or the prescriber has prior knowledge of the
patient's prescription history.
HB 90 - This bill amends various insurance statutes to authorize commercial health insurers, state Med icaid,
workers' compensation insurers, and
public employee insurers to implement policies to minimize the risk of
prescribing opiate medication in an
effort to reduce addiction and overdose.
HB 146 (Amends Utah Code §58-376) - This bill allows for partially filling/
dispensing a prescription for opiate
medication and directs the Division
of Occupational and Professional Licensing to adopt administrative rules
to govern the partial filling of prescriptions.

IMPACT ON WCF - These bills are
a continuation of a multi-year
legislative effort to address the
opiate addiction crisis. The limits placed o n opiate prescriptions and the ability for WCF to
implement policies to minimize
the risk of opiate prescriptions
and addicti ons will help facilitate faster recovery times and
reduce claim cost s. WCF has already begun to implement policies directed to redu cing opiate prescriptions and wean ing
claimants w ith chronic opiate
use off the drugs to less add icti ve alternatives.

Summary of Recent Case Law
cont.

Eddie R Valdez v.
Bradley Corp.
LABOR COMM ISSION
APPEALS BOARD
April 1, 2016
A worker suffered multiple workrelated low-back injuries during the
1970s, wh:ch were accepted by the
workers' compensation carrier. In
2012, the worker injured his low back
while taking things out of his car at
home. After his 2012 non-industrial
accident, he underwent surgery on his
lumbar spine and filed an application
for hearing claiming entitlement to the
cost of that surgery and other medical
expenses. A medical panel determined
that the worker's accidents from the
1970s contributed to the need for
his surgery, but emphasized that the
contribution was not meaningful.
The worker argued that the "natural
result" doctrine (see the "In Re"
section below) entitled him to the cost
of his surgery because the original
industrial accidents contributed to
the development of the cond ition
and the need for the surgery. The
Commission disagreed and explained
that the natural result doctrine had
recently been clarified by the Utah
Supreme Court in Washington County

8

School District v. Labor Comm'n . In
Washington County, the Utah Supreme
Court explained that under the nat ural
results test, an employee must
establish that the initial workplace
injury was a significant contributing
cause of the subsequent nonworkplace injury, not merely a cause
or a minor cause. The Commission
decided that based on the medical
panel's opinion, the worker's 1970s
industrial injuries did not rise to t hat
level of contribution. The Commission
therefore dismissed claim.

•

IMPACT ON WCF - The Utah Supreme
Court's opinion in the Washington
County case was summarized in a
past issue of the Legal Buzz, but
here we see it in practice. With the
natural result doctrine clarified, the
question to ask an IME doctor when
a claim involves a subsequent nonworkplace re-injury is something
along the lines of: " Is the industrial
injury a significant contributing
cause of the claimant's current
medical condition?" If the answer
is no, then that claimant is not
entitled to benefits related to that
subsequent injury.

•

•
THE NATURAL RESULT DOCTRINE

Should the insurance carrier be
liable if an injured worker sustains a
subsequent non-industrial injury to
the same body part? What if over
time the industrial injury leads to other
injuries and health problems? The
Utah Supreme Court answered these
questions in 1985 in Mountain States
Casing Services v. McKean. In McKean,
the court held that a subsequent
injury is compensable if it is found to
be a natural result of a compensable
industrial injury. The court went on to
explain that if the industrial injury was
a contributing cause of the subsequent
injury, this natural result rule extended
liability to that subsequent nonindustrial injury. After the McKean case,
the Utah Court of Appeals applied this
"contributing cause" rule to hold that

even a tiny causal connection between
an industrial accident and a subsequent
non-industrial injury was sufficient for
the initial insurance carrier to be liable.
In 2015, the Utah Supreme Court
revisited the natural result doctrine in
Washington County School District v.
Labor Commission. There, the Court
held that under the natural results test,
the initial industrial accident must be
"a significant contributing cause of the
subsequent non-workplace injury, not
merely a cause or a minor cause." What
constitutes "significant" is still unclear.
The one hint the Supreme Court d id
give was its rejection of the idea that
"significant" meant that the industrial
accident had to contribute at least 50%
to the subsequent injury.
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Withers v. Wal-Mart
Distribution Center

Marguez v. Starwood
Hotels & Resorts

UTAH LABOR COMMISSION
November 26, 2013

UTAH LABOR COMMISSION
June 29, 2017

A worker slipped on a wet floor
while canying a box weighing
38 pounds. He did not fall to the
ground after slipping, but had to
strain and twist his body in order to
keep his balance. The accident resulted in a low-back injury. Because
a pre-existing condition contributed
to his injury, the worker had to satisfy Allen's more stringent standard
of legal causation; he had to prove
that his industrial accident was unusual and extraordinary when compared to the stresses and exertions
present in non-employment life.
The worker argued that his accident
was unusual and extraordinary,
especially since his straining and
twisting to avoid a fall was made
more difficult and awkward by his
holding a box weighing 38 pounds.
The Commission disagreed and
held that the worker's accident was
not unusual and extraordinary because straining to avoid a fall after
a slip, even while holding a moderately heavy item, is something
experienced by the people in their
non-employment life.

A worker was moving cutting boards from
a three-tiered cart to a counter. He bent
down to lift three cutting boards that were
stacked together on the lowest shelf, about
four to six inches off the ground. With both
hands holding the boards from their respective sides, he removed the cutting boards
weighing a total of 48.5 pounds from the
bottom shelf of the cart. In one motion, he
lifted the boards and turned to place them
on the counter. As he did so, he felt a pop in
his low back. Because a pre-existing condition contributed to his injury, the worker had
to satisfy Allen's more stringent standard of
legal causation; he had to prove that his industrial accident was unusual and extraordinary when compared to the stresses and
exertions common in non-employment life.
The worker argued that the heavy weight of
the cutting boards made the accident unusual and extraordinary, especially considering that the he had to awkwardly maneuver the boards out of the bottom tier of the
cart and then twist to the side with it. The
employer argued that people in non-employment life regularly lift, and turn with, objects weighing up to 50 pounds. The Commission decided that bending down to pick
up an item weighing 48.5 pounds and then
lifting it while turning is common in nonemployment life. The Commission found that

IMPACT ON WCF - In the past,
Utah courts have decided that a
worker's twisting and straining
to avoid a fall does not satisfy
Allen's more stringent legal
causation standard because it
is not unusual or extraordinary
compared to what people
in
non-employment
life
experience.. (See e.g. Murray
v. Utah Labor Commission).
Withers v. Wal-Mart adds an
aggravating factor: a 38-pound
box that is being carried during
the near-fall. Although straining
to avoid a fall is made more
difficult with the addition of a
38-pound box, the Commission
was still
not convinced
that it pushed the accident
over the edge into unusualand-extraordinary
territory.
Considering how common
slips are, especially during the
winter, this clarification of what
the Commission considers to
be unusual and extraordinary is
very useful.

Blythe v. Gossner
Foods, Inc.
LABOR COMMISS ION 'S
APPEALS BOARD
January 24, 2017
A worker was performing a milk rework
for Gassner that involved her lifting an
"old-fashioned" milk can about three-feet
tall. The can weighed between 45 and
50 pounds. The worker bent down and
grasped a handle on the milk can with
one hand while placing her ot her hand
under the bottom of the can to lift it off
the ground. The worker lifted the milk can
about two inches off the ground when she
felt a pop in her low back and shooting
pain in her spine. Because the medical
panel opined that a pre-existing condition
contributed to her injury, the worker had
to satisfy Allen's more stringent standard
of legal causation. Both the judge and the
appeals board agreed that the worker's
accident was similar to lifting luggage for
air travel, which commonly weighs 45 to
50 pounds and is often lifted in a similar
manner. The appeals board also said that
the activity was similar to moving box-

the accident was comparable to removing
pet food, water-softener salt, or a case of
bottled water from a low shelf at a store or
from the lower shelf of a shopping cart. The
Commission also likened the accident to
the lifting and maneuvering of luggage off
an airport baggage carousel.

IMPACT ON WCF - Industrial accidents
involving lifting, and turning with, an
object are relatively common. Absent
some other aggravating circumstance,
such as awkward handling or an
awkwardly-shaped object, whether an
accident satisfies Allen's legal causation
requirement comes down to the weight
of the object being lifted. Since courts do
not provide advisory opinions regarding
where the line is, it is a matter of seeing
where they land on cases such as
this one. In the past, the Commission
has hinted that the line is somewhere
around 50 pounds. For example, the
Commission
commonly
compares
industrial accidents to handling pieces of
luggage at the airport, which are usually
limited to 50 pounds by airline rules. The
Commission's opinion in this case, which
involved an object weighing 48.5 pounds,
may be considered a ratification of that
50-pound line. While this case creates
some beneficial case law, it is important
to note that it is likely to be appealed to
the Utah Court of Appeal, so stay tuned.

es of books or dishes from ground level
when moving to a new residence. The appeals board concluded, therefore, that the
worker did not satisfy the legal causation
requirements.

IMPACT ON WCF - This decision helps to
further clarify where the line is between
a usual-and-ordinary accident vs. an
unusual-and-extraordinary one. This
case also creates a good contrast from
the Utah Court of Appeal's decision
in Peterson v. Labor Commission. In
Peterson, the court held that carrying a
tray of cakes weighing 16 pounds was
unusual and extraordinary because
the worker lifted it from behind her and
because the tray was being handled
awkwardly, with one hand below
the tray and one stabilizing from the
side. Although the worker in ~
v. Gassner Foods Inc. also lifted with
one hand below and one stabilizing
from the side, the appeals board still
decided that 45 to 50 pounds was not
an unusual or extraordinary amount of
weight to lift.
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